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ABSTRACT 
 
Rozaqu Fathoni. 11.32.2.1.266. A Descriptive Analysis of Directive Speech 
Act Used by English Teacher at SMA Negeri Kerjo in Academic Year 
2015/2016 A Thesis: The State Islamic Institute of Surakarta. 
 
Advisor: Dr. Hj. Woro Retnaningsih, M. Pd 
Keywords: English Teacher, Directive Speech Act, Descriptive Study 
 
The Objectives of this research are to describe the types of directive 
speech act used by English Teacher of SMAN Kerjo, and To know 
purpose/meaning of directives Speech act spoken by  English teacher in teaching 
learning process. Academic Year 2016/2017. 
This is research is qualitative research. It was done in SMA N Kerjo  
from 17th October 2016 until 23rd October 2016. The subject of research were 
three English teacher of SMA N Kerjo. The data was obtained by using 
observation and note taking. The technique of analysis the data is descriptive 
qualitative analysis where the data are in the form of descriptive explanation. 
 
Result of the research are : 1) the directive speect act used by teacher are 
command/order 27 data, requesting 9 data, suggesting 17 data, warning 12 data, 
and inviting 8 data. The second, research problem was about the meaning/purpose 
of directive speech act spoken by English teacher. 2) The purpose  of the 
directives performed by the teacher in teaching learning are classified into five. 
First, command/order, teacher  used this directive to show his/her authotrity in 
class to make students do what he/she want. Second, request, teacher used to ask 
or order student to do something in indirect or polite way. Third, suggest, teacher 
also used this expression to give the students suggestion about what act or way 
they should take for their own benefit. Fourth, Warning, In classroom activity, 
teacher employ this utterances to giving warn to student to keep them safe from 
danger that maybe caused by their action. Fifth, inviting, In classroom teaching 
learning, teacher used “inviting” directive as guidance or stimulus for students to 
involving in learning process.  
 
Based on the result of the research, the researcher suggests that English 
teachers should be more look carefully in use of directive speech acts in English 
teaching.  Directive speech acts are very important in teaching learning process 
that the instructions uttered by the teacher should understood by the students. The 
appropriate use of directive speech acts in classroom teaching learning process 
will indirectly help the students to comprehend the learning competences.  
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 CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background Study 
Language is very important part of human life. Languange is the 
way to share information that cause interaction between two people or 
more, this called communication. Communication is needed to keeping 
relationship between speaker & hearer when they have interaction. 
Wardaugh (1992:1) a language is what the member of a particular member 
speak with other. Language is an instrument to communicate with people. 
Language as a means of communication is used for studying source & 
getting information. human being have capacity in producing & improving 
language, so they they will bw able to express thir ideas. The speaker says 
something which contain speaker’s intention that should be understood by 
the hearer, so, they could interpret what the meaning of speaker’s 
utterances. 
People spend most part of their lives in conversation. Conversation 
is a spoken language. That is the way of speaker to express what they want  
or what will they convey to the listeners. Mey (1993:192) states that 
conversation happens when people use language together. It means that 
conversation happen when the participants consists of more than one 
person. They do conversation in order to communicate each other 
everyday. 
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In lecturing process, communication between the lecturer and the 
students also regarded as the important element to perform an effective 
learning. In communicating with the students, the lecturers will produce 
some utterances in order to convey the materials through their speech. In 
this typical situation of speech that involves the lecturer as the speaker and 
the students as the hearers, the acts of the lecturer‟s utterances are varied 
(Bach, 1994:1). 
Such acts of speech in communication are further called speech 
acts, which are defined as the acts of speech of the speaker in the 
relationship to the hearers. It is not only the matter of the words which are 
uttered by the speaker, but it also relates to the speaker‟s intentions to the 
hearers (Bach, 1994:1). 
The speaker must be aware the situation when they are speaking. It 
means to avoid misunderstanding between the speakers and hearers. The 
act of the utterance is called by speech act. Action via utterance are 
generally called speech act (Yule,1996:47). By doing speech act, speakers 
tries to make their statements will be easier to understand & avoid 
miscommunication with the listeners. 
In the teaching learning, concept of speech act is taken from 
pragmatics. In the classroom, learning of pragmatic meaning of utterances 
contain imperative for persuading. Speech acts are the basis for the 
analysis of pragmatic topics such as conversational implicative, 
presuppositions, principles of politeness, and others. Searle (in Yule, 
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1996:53) there are five types of general functions performed by speech 
acts, one of them is directive. Directive speech act is one of the types of 
speech acts that the speaker intended hearer to act in accordance with what 
is intended in speech. And some kind of this speech act such as requesting, 
questioning, ordering, etc. therefore, Searle classifies five types of general 
function performed by speech act, they are assertives, directives, 
commisives, expressives, & declaratives. (Mey,1992:163-168, adapted 
from Searle, 1997) 
In teaching learning process, directive Speech act has aim at 
making the students to do or accomplish something. In performing an 
utterance, teacher must understand the circumstances situation that which 
will influence the students’s understanding of the utterance. Teacher have 
to be aware in what way they should deliver the utterance in order to make 
the students understand the aim, do compliance of the utterance, & to 
avoiding misunderstanding.  The strategy in delivering the directive also 
influences the compliance  or non-compliance done by the students. It 
relates to the status between the speaker  and the hearer, direct or indirect 
way in delivering the utterance, and the context when the utterance is 
performed. Verbal or non-verbal strategies can be done to make such kind 
of directive or to do the compliance of the utterance. The verbal strategy 
means that the speaker utters direct or indirect speech acts, explicit or 
implicit, and in high or low intonation, while the non-verbal strategies can 
be showed by the body movement, facial expression, eyes gaze, or gesture 
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such as nodding the head to agree. Those strategies are used to give the 
force of the degree of strength of their directives speech acts. 
Before conducting the research, the researcher makes pre-
observation and interview for the subject of the research. Finally, the 
researcher takes 3 different grade English teacher of SMA Negeri Kerjo in 
2014/2015 Year Academic as the subject of the research. When doing the 
obsevation, the researcher record the teaching-learning process. The 
researcher finds various types of directive speect act employed by teacher. 
From the obsevation, researcher finds that the most used directive is 
command/order, because in the teachinh-learning, teachers duty is as guide 
for student to comprehend the lesso material. 
Beside command/order, based on the obsevartion, the researcher 
find some other directives utterances used by the teacher in teaching 
learning process. They are :   
1. Command/Order 
i,e :  “Read the paper for 5 minutes” 
2. Request 
 i,e : “Can you make example in indonesian ?” 
3. Suggestion 
i,e : “kalo kamu mau hasil yang bagus, kerjakan dulu di 
kertas baru dipindah” 
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 4. Warning 
i,e : “Kalo sudah tau, nanti anda bisa kerjakan. Dengan 
rumus lho ya!. Kalo kamu langsung ke kata kerja 
salah!” 
 5. Inviting 
i,e : “Okay. Let’s disscuss about direct & indirect 
speech.” 
Based on description above, researcher want to discuss/describe & 
find out the types of directive speech act that are used by teacher in 
classroom teaching & learning activities. And the researcher interests to 
conduct the research entitled “A DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF 
DIRECTIVE SPEECH ACT USED BY ENGLISH TEACHER AT SMA 
NEGERI KERJO IN ACADEMIC YEAR OF 2015/2016” 
 
B. Problem Identification 
Based on the background above, the researcher would like to 
identify the problem as follow: 
1. The type of directive speech act that used by English teacher in teaching  
learning process. 
2. Purpose/intention of the teacher employ certain directives expression in 
teaching earning process 
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C. Problem limitation 
The researcher would like to limit the scopes of the study to the 
following problems in order to avoid misunderstanding in interpreting the 
problems. The scopes are presented as follow: 
1. This research focuses on directive speech act used by English teacher 
in Engliash teaching learning process, especially on writing & 
speaking skills lesson. 
2. This research is conducted to the three English teacher of of SMA 
Negeri Kerjo in the academic year of 2016/2017. 
 
D. Problem Statements 
The problems that are going to be discussed in this research paper 
can be stated as follows: 
1. What are the types of directive speech act used by english teacher of 
SMA Negeri Kerjo ? 
2. What are the purpose/intention of the directives utterances spoken by 
english teacher in teaching learning process ? 
 
E. Objective of the study 
Some of the objectives of study as follow : 
1. To describe types of directive speech act theat used by english teacher 
of SMA Negeri Kerjo in academic year 2016/2017 
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2. To know purpose/intention of directives Speech act spoken by  English 
teacher of SMA Negeri Kerjo in academic year 2016/2017 in teaching 
learning process. 
 
F. Benefits of the study 
1. Theoritical benefit 
This research is conducted as the support of speech acts theory in 
the development of linguistic theories. In addition, hopefully this study 
will be beneficial for the other researchers in organizing a research of 
speech acts. Especially in directive speech act. 
2. Practical benefits 
The educators and the lecturers would obtain meaningful 
information of speech acts that are used in the teaching and learning 
process. The results of the study are contributed for : 
a. The Teachers 
Hopefully, this research would be meaningful for the 
lecturers to recognize their types of directive speech acts in the 
way they deliver the lectures to the students. 
b. The students 
From this research, the students would comprehend the 
kinds of directive speech acts that are used by their lecturers so 
that they would be more easily to adjust with the lecturers’ 
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speech acts not only to grasp the material transmitted but also to 
be connected with them including in the communication 
c. The readers  
For each educator who read this research, hopefully it 
can brings enlightenment and information concerning in speech 
acts used by the lecturers. 
 
G. Key Terms 
1. Speech  acts  
Speech acts is the theory that analyzes the effect of an utterance 
in the relationship between the speaker and the listener‟s behavior. 
There are three kinds of speech acts according to J.L. Austin; 
locutionary acts, illocutionary acts, and perlocutionary acts as stated as 
follows (Austin, 1962: 109):  
“Locutionary acts are roughly equivalent to uttering a certain 
sentence with a certain sense and reference. It is equivalent to 
„meaning‟ in traditional sense. Illocutionary acts are the utterances 
which have a certain (conventional) force such as convincing, 
ordering, warning, and undertaking. Perlocutionary acts are what we 
bring about or achieve by saying something, such as convincing, 
persuading,deterring, surprising, or misleading.”  
For short, in uttering a sentence, a speaker produces a 
locutionary act or the saying; his act in producing the utterance called 
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illocutionary act, and the effect of his saying towards the hearer called 
perlocutionary act. These are the simple understanding of the 
difference of speech acts (Austin, 1962:110-111). 
2. Directive Speech act 
Directive is attempt that is done by the speaker to get the hearer 
to do something; the speaker “wants” to achieve a future situation in 
which the world will match his words (Malcolm; 1998:24). Such as 
ordering, command, requesting, advising, recommending, inviting, 
begging, bidding, demand, forbidden, and asking and suggestions 
belong to this category. 
3. English Teacher 
The subjects of the study are the english teachers of SMA 
Negeri Kerjo in the academic year 2015/2016. 
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CHAPTER 2 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 
1. Theoritical Framework 
A. Pragmatics 
Study of language is called linguistic. It is necessary to be studied 
by people to know the meaning of the utterances, because not of all 
speaker use the literal meaning when they speak. In linguistics, there are 
many kinds of study, they are sociolinguistics, semantics and pragmatics, 
etc.  As a terminology, Mey (1981:35) pragmatic is interested in the 
process of producing language and in its producers, not just in the end-
product, language. So, it has the meaning that utterance not only as a 
massage but about the sign and interpretation. Likes Mey (2001:35) said 
that : Pragmatic is the science of language in as much as that science 
focuses on the language-using human; this distinguishes pragmatics from 
the classical linguistic disciplines, which first and foremost concentrate on 
the results of the language users‟ activity: the structures that the grammar 
(the language system) allows them to produce.    
Yule (1996:3) said pragmatics is study of speaker meaning as 
communicated by a speaker (or writer) and interpreted by a listener (or 
reader). In this study, listeners or readers have comprehension to interpret 
the meaning of utterances. Besides that, Yule also gives the other meaning 
of pragmatics.  
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He says that pragmatics is the study of the relationship between 
linguistics forms and the users of those forms (1996:4).  
According to Yule (1996:4) the advantage of studying language via 
pragmatics is that simple word has indicate about people‟s intended 
meanings, their assumptions, their purposes or goals, and the kinds of 
actions (for example, request) that they are performing when they speak. 
1. Implicature 
Grice (in Levinson, 1983: 31) defines implicature as “what the 
speaker can imply, suggest or mean as distict from what the speaker 
litteraly says”. Thus, to understand a speaker’s message, the hearer 
should be able to guess the intended meaning because sometimes the 
speaker delivers information more than what she or he is really said. 
The speaker may deliver the message both explicitly and implicitly. 
Grice (in Levinson, 1983: 127-128) then divides implicature into two, 
namely conventional implicature and conversational implicature.  
a) Conventional Implicature  
Conventional implicature happens when a true fact is being 
said in a misleading way by the speaker. It is also related to 
specific words and those words may carry additional conveyed 
meaning when they are used (Yule, 1996: 45). In addition, this type 
is not based on pragmatic principles or maxims, and it does not 
need special context for its interpretation.   
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b) Conversational Implicature  
The other type of implicature based on the maxims and 
contexts is a conversational implicature. It happens when a speaker 
meaning can differ from what is said, depending on the context of 
the conversation. There are two types of conversational implicature 
based on Grice’s theory, they are generalized and particularized 
conversational implicature (Grice in Levinson, 1983: 126-129). 
i. Generalized Conversational Implicature  
According to Yule (1996: 41) this implicature happens 
when the hearer does not need to have a special knowledge to 
estimate the additional conveyed meaning. For the example, 
Doobie asks Mary whether she invites her friends Bella and 
Cathy to the party or not. Mary answers “I invited Bella”. It 
means that Doobie automatically knows that Mary only invites 
Bella and she does not invite Cathy. 
ii. Particularized Conversational Implicature  
A particularized implicature is a conversational implicature 
which is in contrast with the generalized conversational 
implicature (Yule, 1996: 42). This implicature happens when 
the speaker is saying something and implicitly the hearer is 
giving the response. So the speaker must be able to interpret the 
hearer’s statement based on the context.  
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2. Presupposition  
Presupposition is treated as the relationship between two 
propositions. Yule (1996: 25) states that a presupposition is something 
that the speaker assumes to be the case prior in making an utterance. 
Meanwhile, Givon (in Brown and Yule, 1983: 29) writes that the 
notion of presupposition refers to a discourse analysis. It refers to the 
logical meaning of a sentence. 
 
B. Speech Act 
Generally, speech acts can be defined as the acts of 
communication. Certain utterance produced by the speaker contains 
specific act, such as an act of promising, apologizing, or commanding. In 
the communication, the speaker expresses certain attitude that has the 
relation with the performance of a particular type of speech acts. The 
success of speech acts in its rule as the act of communication occurred 
when the audience or the hearer is able to identify the expression of the 
speaker‟s attitude when he/she intends to communicate something. In 
short, speech acts succeed if the hearer comprehends the speaker‟s 
intention in communication by means of his/her acts performances. 
However, it is also possible that the function of speech acts is to affect 
some institutional states of affairs which demand certain circumstances 
and positions such as the judge‟s utterances used in the court. Further it is 
called the felicity condition, i.e. the requirements needed in performing 
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certain act of speech. The first is that there is a specific person that acts 
certain utterances, and the second that these utterances have to be spoken 
in specific context (Yule, 1996: 50). 
C. Component and Function of Speech Acts 
 Regarding Hymes and Jakobson, they analyze that different 
societies will make differential use and definitions of these speech act 
components. The ethnographer (one who wants to describe a culture) 
would like to list the all possible named of speech acts, all the possible 
senders, all the possible receivers, all the kinds of codes, all the named 
kinds of message form, all the possible message channels, all the named 
topics, etc.   
a) Sender (speaker)  
The function of the communicative act is associated with the 
sender such things as voice set, accent, intonation, etc. to tell receiver 
about sender's wanting. It is not enough just sender’s wanting but the 
function can be found from the sender’s expressive how he chooses of 
words, intonation, etc. to express emotions and attitudes toward 
receiver.  
b) Message Channel   (could be gestures, whistling, drumming, speech) 
Massage channel is connected by physical or sound hits ears.  
c) Message Form  
This function is expressed as manipulations and limitations on 
message form, and these can be many different types.   
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d) Topic    
The function is the most directly related with the topic closely tied 
to the dictionary meanings of messages.   
e) Code (a message in the communication). 
The function is for getting information about the code that is 
conveyed in a speech acts.  
f) Receiver (hearer, audience)  
The function includes the activity of the receiver as directed by 
what the speaker says. (ex, "Would you close the door, please?") 
Another hand, the function of receiver concerns the receiver's 
perception as it is affected by what is said.  (ex, "What a nice dress.")   
g) Setting (context) 
The function of the speech acts based on context associated with 
the setting component is reflected in messages saying something about the 
time, place, or persons in the interaction.  Many linguistic forms referring 
to these things cannot be interpreted without reference to the speech acts 
itself, for their meanings are not fixed but relative for examples; 'me', 
'you', 'here', 'there', 'now', 'then'. In sentences; "It happened yesterday"; or 
"Oh, there you are".  In some cases, the primary function of the whole 
speech acts is contextual.     
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D. The Classification of Speech Acts  
a. Locutionary, illocutionary, perlocutionary 
Austin (1962: 109) conveys the distinction of speech acts into three 
types, they are locutionary acts or locution, illocutionary acts or illocution, 
and the last is perlocutionary acts or perlocution. He defines those three 
kinds of acts as followed: 
1) Locutionary acts   
 Locutionary acts are the production of utterances, with a particular 
intended structure, meaning, and reference. In other words, locutionary 
acts deal with linguistic meaning or grammatical (or phonological) form of 
an utterance. This kind of speech acts is also called as the act of saying 
something (Wijana, 1996: 17).   
2)  Illocutionary acts   
Illocutionary acts are acts performed by speakers in saying 
something (with an appropriate intention and in an appropriate context), 
rather than by virtue of having produced a particular effect by saying 
something. This type of speech acts is also called as the act of doing 
something (Wijana, 1996: 18). The purpose of expression and the 
speaker‟s specific purpose are called as locutionary force or locutionary 
function.  
3)  Perlocutionary acts   
Perlocutionary acts are speech acts which depend on the 
production of a specific effect. This effects is produced by the hearer This 
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type of speech acts is also called as the act of affecting someone (Wijana, 
1996: 19). In perlocutionary, there is an influence affect because the 
speaker tries to influence the hearer to do what he or she wants to do. This 
is called by as perlocutionary effect. 
b. Declarations, Representatives, Expressives, Directives, and 
Commissives  
There is a brief explanation of the types of speech acts based on its 
function or its uses by George Yule in his book entitled “Pragmatics”. 
Those are declarations, representatives, expressives, directives, and 
commissives. This classification is the proposition introduce by Searle as 
what explained by Levinson (1983:239).   
Declarations are used to announce something clearly and have 
direct change to the world through certain utterances (Yule, 1996:53) and 
it especially used officially in the institutional state of affairs. For instance, 
“You‟re fired!” said by the Chief Executive Officer to his employer. “I 
name this ship Aurora”, as uttered in the official announcement. It is 
shown that to perform such declarations, there are two requirements to be 
fulfilled; the speaker has to have institutional role and the utterances 
declared in specific context. Furthermore, the concepts of declarations 
were proposed by Austin (1962: 5) in his investigation of performatives.  
Representatives are the type of speech acts that commit the speaker 
in believing something to be the truth. In the other words, the speaker 
states certain utterances the he or she believed as a truth. These 
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nomenclatures are closed to the term of expositives or expositional 
performatives proposed by Austin (1962: 85). The acts of asserting, 
concluding, describing, and stating a fact are those kinds of 
representatives. For example, “The moon is round”, or “Today is a sunny 
day” are the statements that believed by the speaker as truth.  
The next functions are expressives, which is stated by Yule 
(1996:53) as the psychological expressions regarding to the speaker‟s 
feeling. Those are including the expression of thanking, congratulating, 
apologizing, and welcoming. In short, these are the expression of pain, 
pleasure, like, dislike, and sorrow. The instance statements for this type 
are such as “Congratulations”, “Thank you so much”, and “I really sorry”. 
These terms „expressives‟ are the same concepts of Austin‟s 
„behabitives‟ (Austin, 1962: 83).  
Directives, these are the expressions in order to direct the hearer or 
the addressee to do something, it includes suggesting, commanding, or 
order something. When we say to someone, “Please take me a blanket”, it 
is included to this type of speech acts. In the other words, directives 
utterances used to express what the speaker wants to do by the hearer 
(Yule, 1996:54).  
The last type of speech acts proposed by Searle is called 
commissives. These are used by the speakers to commit themselves to 
some future action such as promising, threatening, refusing, and pledging. 
The instance sentences of this type are such as “I promise to be there 
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tomorrow”, and “We will come to your house next week!‟”(Yule, 
1996:54). 
c. Direct and Indirect Speech Acts 
Based on the basic structure, sentences or utterances can be 
identified as  direct  utterances and indirect utterances (Yule, 1996:54). 
Direct speech acts are the speech acts that perform their function in a 
direct way, whereas, indirect speech acts are  the  acts  accomplished  by 
using language in indirect ways. 
1) Direct speech acts  
 In direct speech acts, there is a direct relationship between its 
grammatical structure and its communicative function. For instance, an 
affirmative sentence is used to give a statement; an interrogative sentence 
to ask a question; an imperative sentence to give an order or command.  
Example:    
A: How many brother do you have? 
B: Four. 
In the above utterance performed by A the form and the function 
are same. A as a speaker produces a question to B. Syntactically, the 
question uses interrogative with question word „how many‟ as well as the 
question mark at the end of it. The function of that utterance is to question 
or ask for information, viewed from B‟s reply. In other way, the speaker 
expects an answer from the listener. Both the mood and the function of 
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A‟s utterances are the same. Therefore, it is classified as direct speech 
acts.    
2) Indirect speech acts  
In contrast to the direct speech acts, in indirect speech acts, there is 
no direct relationship between its grammatical structure and its 
communicative function. For instance, an interrogative is not only used to 
question or to ask for an answer from the listener, but it can also convey a 
request or warning.  
Example:   
 Mother   : Where is the broom? 
 Daughter  : Wait for a minute, Mom. 
Syntactically, the utterance that the mother performs is in the form 
of  interrogative or question, function of which is to ask for information 
However, if  we see from the answer the daughter replies it is clear that the 
utterance „Where is the broom?‟ is used to request her daughter to bring 
her a broom. The mother‟s request is realized indirect way since it is 
conventionally realized in imperative mood, e.g.: „Bring me the broom, 
please.‟ From that reason the mother‟s utterance is categorized as indirect 
speech acts. 
d. Literal and nonliteral speech act  
Wijana (1996:32) stated that literal speech act is the utterance 
which has same meaning with the sentence. While, non literal speech act is 
the utterance which has not same meaning with the sentence  . 
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Example:   
1. “the singer has a good voice” 
The utterance is intended to express the amazement to the singer 
who spoken, so it calls literal meaning of speech act.     
2. “the radio is not loudly enough, loud it, please. I want to study” 
It calls non literal speech act because the speaker wanted the other 
people to turn off the radio. 
 
E. Directives 
According to Yule, directives are speech acts which the speaker 
uses to get someone else to do something (1996: 54). Directive is one of 
speech act category which intends to make the hearer do something for the 
hearer (Searle at Levinson, 1987:240). It focuses on calling the addressee 
to do an action, yet do not require the sender to reciprocate any action of 
his own (Searle, 1969). Moreover, Tsui characterizes directive as acts 
which prospect a non-verbal action from the addressee without giving 
him/her the option of non-compliance (1994:116). In short, directive 
relates to the speaker’s intention to make the hearer to do something. In 
addition, directives do not give the addressee / the hearer the option of not 
complying, or at least the option of complying and not complying are not 
indicated in the utterances (1994:116).  
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Based on Yule (1996: 53), he classified directive speech act into 
some types, likes command/order, request, invitation, suggestion. 
Warning, & prohibitation. Those types can be described as follow : 
1. Command/order 
Command/order is the action done by the speaker who has the 
right or duty to give command to hearer. The speaker has a full 
authority on the act of the hearer 
 e.g. : Do the task! 
2. Request 
Request is a kind of directive speech act whose its purpose is to 
get hearer to do something in circumstances in which it is not 
obvious that he/she will perform the action in the normal 
course of events (Searle 1969). By initiating request, the 
speaker believes that the hearer is able to perform an action. 
 e.g.: can you help me to do this project? 
3. Suggestion 
Suggestion is the process by which one thought leads to 
another, especially through association of ideas. It is related to 
something that should be done by the hearer. The utterances is 
transferred to the hearer in tactful way, so the utterances will 
not make the hearer being offended. 
e.g.: How if you change the dialogue? 
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4. Invitation 
Kind of the expression of a request, a solicitation, or an attempt 
to get another person to join the speaker at specific event such 
as to attend to party, visit a house, or witness the marriage. An 
invitation can be delivered as verbar request, a beutifully 
engraved card, or even puffs of smoke behind the airplane. 
e.g.: Would you come to my house tonight ? 
5. Warning 
Warning is telling someone about possible danger or difficulty. 
Warning usuall stated by positive imperative which give 
positive treatnment of effect. 
e.g.: No cheating! 
6. Prohibition 
Prohibition is giving order to to someone not to do something. 
Prohibition fumction is to forbid or prevent doeone from doing 
something. Prohibition is usually stated by using negative 
imperative without giving threat to the hearer. 
e.g.: Don’t use that word! 
 
In addition, Searle(2005) stated that directive speect act 
includes some actions, such as commanding, requesting, inviting, 
forbidibg & suggesting.  
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1. Commanding 
Command is an order, a compelling tsk given to inferior or 
machine. For example; “Unplug the USB!” 
2.  Requesting 
Request is kind of directive speech act whose illocutionary 
purpose is to get the hearer to do something in 
circumstances in which it is not obvious that he/she will 
perform the action in the normal course of events (Searle 
1969). By initiating a request, the speaker believes that the 
hearer is can perform an action. 
e.g. : “Would you help me to bring this book to my office     
?” 
3. Invitation 
The act of inviting can be defined as an attempt toet the 
addresse to attend of participate in a given or carry out an 
action. Which is supposed  beneficial to him/her. The 
speaker is bound to a potential future action which involves 
allowing or facilitating the state of affairs in which the 
addresse will carry out the action expressed in the 
invitation. 
e.g.: “Can you come to my place to do this together ?” 
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4. Forbiding 
Forbiding is the propotional negation of ordering. Thus, to 
forbid the hearer to not to do something. 
5.  Suggesting 
Suggestion is the process by which one thought leas to 
another especially through association of ideas. It is related 
to something that should be done by the hearer. The 
utterance is transferred to the hearer in tactful way, so that 
the utterance will not longer make the hearer being 
offended. 
Table 2.1 
The Rubric of Classification of Directive Speech Act 
Yule Searle 
Comand/order, Request, 
Invitation, Warning, 
Prohibition, And Suggestion 
Cimmanding, Requesting, 
invitng, Forbidding, And 
Suggesting 
 
F. Context  
Context plays a significant role in pragmatics because it determines 
the interpretation of the utterances delivered by the speakers.  The 
interpretation of the utterances will be different if the context had been 
slightly different. Sadock(1978: 281) as cited in Brown and Yule (1983: 
35) expresses the importance of context as follows:  
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There is, then, a serious methodological problem that confronts 
theadvocate of linguistic pragmatics. Given some aspects of what a 
sentenceconveys in a particular context, is that aspect part of what the 
sentence conveys in virtue of its meaning . . . or should it be worked out 
on the basis of Gricean principles from the rest of the meaning of the 
sentence and relevant facts of the context of utterance?   
Furthermore, Yule (1996: 21) views context as the physical 
environment in which a referring expression is used. Similarly, Cutting 
(2002: 2) states that context refers to the knowledge of physical and social 
world, and the socio-psychological factors influencing communication as 
well as the knowledge of the time and place in which the words are uttered 
or written.  Meanwhile, Mey (1993: 39) argues that context is more than 
just a matter of reference and of understanding what things are about; it 
gives a deeper meaning to utterances. For an instance:  
It’s a long time since we visited your mother. 
The utterance has an entirely different meaning when it is uttered 
at the coffee table in a married couple’s living room than the same 
utterance uttered by a husband to his wife when they are attending the 
local zoo. Thus, it is clear that context is very essential in assigning a 
proper value to such phenomena such as presuppositions, implicature as 
well as dealing with other issues in pragmatics.  
Context can be divided into two kinds, i.e. context of situation and 
cultural context. 
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a. Context of Situation  
Context is background knowledge assumed to be shared by speaker 
and hearer and which contributes to hearer’s interpretation of what speaker 
means given utterance (Leech.1983:13). Context affects language aptitude.  
Things outside language affect our language comprehension. To 
understand what happened in a conversation, we need to know anyone 
involved inside, how the relationship and social distance between them, or 
the relative status between them.  
It is another instance which refers to person or things: using proper 
names, pronouns, article and soon. A person named ‘John’ is refered to as 
‘John’ only in his own, known context: a person named ‘the policemen’ is 
an officer we know (or are supposed to know). Saying ‘John is the 
policemen’ makes sense only a context where there is a person John whom 
I know by name and who happens be the policeman (or is following 
assigned that role in a play) (Mey. 1996: 39-40) 
Beside context, Leech explains reference of the following five 
aspect of the speech situation: 
i.  Addressers or addressees  
Following the practice of Searle and others, Leech shall refer to 
addressers and addressees, as a matter of convenience, as s 
(speaker) and h (hearer) 
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ii.  The context of an utterance 
Context has been understood in various way, for example to 
include relevant aspect of the physical or social setting of an 
utterance. Leech shall consider context to be any background 
knowledge assumed to be shared by s and h and which contributes 
to h‘s interpretation of what s means by a give utterance. 
iii.  The goal (s) of an utterance 
Leech shall often find it useful to talk of a goal or function of an 
utterance, in preference to talking about its intended meaning, or 
s’s intention uttering it. 
iv.  The utterance as a form of act or activity: a speech act 
Pragmatics deals with verbal acts or performances which take 
place in particular situation, in time. 
v.  The utterance as a product of verbal act 
There is another sense in which the world utterance can be used in 
pragmatics: it can refer to the product of a verbal act, rather than to 
the verbal act itself (Leech. 1983: 13-14) 
From the above mentioned elements of (i) addresser and addressee, 
(ii) context, (iii) goals, (iv) illocutionary act, and (v) utterance. We can 
conclude that aspect of speech situation is the importing thing in speech 
act. 
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G. Communicative Competence  
The goal of teaching and learning of any languages, including 
English, is  to master the communicative competence. This term was 
firstly proposed by Dell  Hymes in early 1970s instead of the term 
linguistic competence. Communicative  competence is defined as an 
aspect of one‟s competence that enables them to convey and interpret 
messages and to negotiate meanings interpersonally within specific 
contexts (Brown, 2007: 219).   
Communicative competences enlarge the concept of mastery of 
linguistic  competence by means of which a learner acquires the 
grammatical and phonological elements. The linguistic competence covers 
only the language form and knowledge in terms of structural aspects. In 
contrast, communicative competence is broader because it includes not 
only linguistic (grammatical or formal competence), but also discourse 
competence, sociolinguistic or sociocultural competence, and strategic 
competence (Richard and Schmidth, 2003: 90).  
Here are those four main categories of communicative 
competences according to R.L. Trask (Sugirin, 2003: 26).  
a) Linguistic or grammatical competence  
Linguistic or grammatical competence is related to the pure 
linguistic factors. It deals with how language is structuralized in 
systematic arrangement, phonetically and graphically. It consists of 
phonetics and phonology (sounds), morphology (morphemes, words), 
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syntax (phrases, clauses, and sentence), and semantics (meaning). The 
scope of grammatical competence is only up to the syntactic level 
(sentence).   
b) Discourse competence  
Discourse competence is related to the textual aspects above 
the syntactical levels. It deals with how the sentences and/or 
paragraphs are combined and arranged to be a text (discourse). 
Consequently, the cohesion system, coherence features, and positional 
significance in text are some important aspects to be discussed in this 
level. Text types with different structure and purposes, which are 
realized as several genres, also become the topic under the discussion 
of this area.  
c) Sociolinguistic or sociocultural competence  
Sociolinguistic competence is associated with the use of 
language appropriately in social context or situation. Language is 
composed of different functions of the real uses such as greeting, 
introducing, opening and closing of conversation, questioning, 
ordering, complaining, praising, and so on. Those are used in 
appropriate situation and context so that the discussion deals with the 
social use of language is also correlated with the discussion of cultural 
aspects in. Accordingly, it is clear that both sociolinguistic and 
pragmatic competences play important role here.  
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d) Strategic competence  
Strategic competence is a part of communicative competence 
which is concerned with the way of how the learners organize the 
language in effective manner. Communicative strategy is another 
important aspect for learners to express the language properly and 
appropriately, in term of organized speech, with no misunderstanding, 
so that the communication runs well.   
The concept of communicative competences is then developed, 
elaborated, enlarged, and revised by various experts, although the core 
remains same. Bachman in Brown (2005: 224) proposes another 
categorization. Instead of using terms communicative competence, she 
chooses useing term language competence. The language competence 
is subdivided into two components, organizational competence and 
pragmatic competence. Organizational competence comprises 
knowledge of linguistic units and the rules of joining them together at 
the levels of sentence (grammatical competence) and discourse (textual 
competence). Pragmatic competence subdivides into illocutionary 
competence and sociolinguistic competence.  The illocutionary 
competence or the knowledge of the sociolinguistic conventions in 
pragmatic competence is used to perform language functions 
appropriately in a given context (Canale via Krisnawati, 2011: 106).  
In reference with the previous explanation, illocutionary is a 
part of pragmatic competence dealing with the knowledge of 
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communicative action and the way of using it in the communication. 
The implementation of illocutionary in ELT can be seen from the 
functional use of language taught in the classroom. Stating, requesting, 
thanking, complimenting, greeting, arguing and so on are some of 
language functions found in the ELT materials.  Those language 
functions are actually the realization of illocutionary functions, as a 
part of illocutionary competence, in the teaching and learning of 
English (Brown, 2007: 225). Those are needed to be taught in the 
language teaching and learning in the form of materials printed in the 
textbooks. In addition to that, the indirect way of teaching functional 
language is by means of teacher‟s language used. This is due to the 
fact that the English is also used by the English teacher as a medium 
language in the classroom. 
H. Classroom Discourse  
In teaching any languages, including English, teacher is required to   
use the language he or she teaches directly. In the same way, English is not 
only taught but also used as medium language in the classroom. The 
varieties or registers of language used in the classroom is narrowed and 
different from the general language because it deals with special functions 
used implemented in the classroom. This type of language is called as 
classroom language or classroom discourse.   
Classroom language is the type of language used in classroom 
situations. Richards and Schmidt (2003: 74) simply define classroom 
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discourse as “a variety of language sometimes used by teachers when they 
are in the process of teaching”. Classroom discourse is different in form 
and function from language used in other situations because of the 
particular social roles students and teachers have in classrooms and the 
kinds of activities they usually carry out there. Wardhaugh (2006: 306) 
explains that in classroom conversation the teacher is said to own the 
conversation itself. The teacher controls most of the important aspects of 
the communication such as topic and turn-taking.  
In line with that, The Cambridge Teaching Knowledge Tests 
(TKT) Course Paperback lists some common classroom functions used by 
teacher during teaching and learning process (Spatt, Pulverness, and 
Williams, 2005: 134-135).  
a) Instructing is used by the teacher to tell the students what to do at 
different stages of lesson. This function commonly uses imperative 
form, e.g.: „Please open page five,‟ and „For this activity, you‟ll work 
in pairs.‟  
b) Explaining is used to give more details of an activity or task, e.g.: „We 
will put your project in the wall so make sure that yours is easy to 
read.‟  
c) Narrating is used when the teacher tells the students about the story or 
experience in the past. This function is commonly used in elementary 
levels, e.g.: „Before I start the lesson, I would like to tell you my 
experience during the holiday.‟  
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d) Eliciting is used by the teacher to get the information from the 
learners, rather than to give them directly, e.g.: „What can you see 
from this picture?‟ and „How can you arrange these jumbled 
paragraphs?‟  
e) Prompting is a function to help the students think of ideas or to 
remember a word or phrase by giving them part of it, e.g.: „You may 
start the story by this picture.‟ 
f) Correcting is used by the teacher to indicate that the students make a 
mistake, e.g.: „Use „went‟ not „gone‟ when telling your experience.‟   
g) Checking is used to make sure whether the students have been correct 
or not. The use of concept question can be a way to check the 
students‟ understand, e.g.: „Can anyone give me a sentence using this 
word?‟  
h) Conveying the meaning is used by the teacher when there is a new 
word or expression in order that the students understand. This can use 
mime, bring realia or picture, or use spoken language which is easier to 
understand. 
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Table 2.1 
Previous Study
No Title Difference 
1 Iwan Khairi Yahya (2013), Tindak Tutur 
Direktif dalam Interaksi Belajar Mengajar 
Mata Pelajaran Bahasa Indonesia di SMAN 
1 Mlati, Sleman (Directive Speech Acts in 
Indonesian Teaching-Learning Process in 
SMAN Mlati, Sleman) 
Investigates the directive speech acts used by the teachers of Indonesian language in the 
classroom conversation. Using classifications of directive speech acts as proposed by 
Bach and Harnish, the research results that the use of question in classroom discourse is 
the most dominant (315 out of 826) of other directive functions. The research reveals 
that the use of questions in directive speech acts aims at raising the students‟ activeness 
in the teaching and learning process. 
2 Ita Watiningsih (2011) titled an analysis of 
directive speech acts employed by the main 
characters in the movie “oliver twist 
(2005)” 
In this research, the writer found some sentences that include types of directive speech 
act employed by the main characters. There are 12 requesting, 12 command. The other 
one is based on analysis of politness strategies. She found some politeness strategies 
from the main characters. There are bald on record 12, positive politeness 4, & negative 
politeness 8. 
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3 Shohreh Shahpouri Arani, M.A (2012), A 
Study of Directive Speech Acts Used by 
Iranian Nursery School Children: The 
Impact of Context on Children’s Linguistic 
Choices. 
This paper aims at finding out the forms and functions of directive 
speech acts uttered by Persian-speaking children. The data collected for this 
purpose are based on actual school conversational situations that were audio 
recorded in four nursery schools during classroom work and playtime activities. 
Children, who are the subjects of this study, are of both sexes and various social 
backgrounds. The results revealed that (1) the investigation of children’s 
directive speech acts confirm the fact that they are aware of social parameters of 
talk (Andersen- Slosberg,1990; Ervin, Tripp et al., 1990); (2) they use linguistic 
forms that are different from what is used by adults as politeness marker, such 
as, polite 2nd plural subject-agreement on the verb, “please” and “thank you” 
words; (3) They use declaratives with illocutionary force in order to mark 
distance (Georgalidou, 2001). 
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4 Dr Balaji Natkare (2015) Analysis of 
Directives in Arthur Miller’s All My Sons 
and Death of a Salesman. 
The reasearch attempts to analyze the highly marked directive speech 
acts in Arthur Miller’s two famous plays i.e. All My Sons and Death of a 
Salesman. Directive speech acts are the hearer center; they intend to create a 
desirable effect on the hearer and attempt to get the hearer to do something with 
the words. In other words, these speech acts have the intentions or purposes of 
some sort of actions to be performed by the hearer. This class includes 
requesting, questioning, ordering, commanding, suggesting, urging, etc. This 
group frequently belongs to the competitive category of Geoffrey Leech and 
comprises a category of illocutionary force in which illocutionary goal 
competes with the social goal and creates negative politeness on the hearer. 
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CHAPTER 3 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
A. Research Type 
This research use descriptive qualitative methods. It means that the 
researcher applies a set of procedures use for problem solving based on the 
factual data. Descriptive research is concerned with describing situations, 
conditions, events and activities. This research is intended to investigate 
situations, conditions or other phenomena (Arikunto, 2010: 3). Bogdan 
and Taylor (Moleong, 2004: 3) state that in descriptive qualitative study, 
the data investigated by the researcher are in the form of oral or written 
words. It is qualitative since it is concerned with nonnumerical data and it 
is descriptive since it aims at describing the facts of the analysis 
systematically based on actually they are. Seliger and Shomamy (1989: 
40) state descriptive research involves a collection of techniques used to 
specify, delineate or describe naturally occurring phenomena without 
experimental manipulation. 
In line with those statements, the researcher applied descriptive 
qualitative method. It was because the data to be investigated are the 
directive speech act utterances of English teacher in the classroom and the 
aim of the research is to describe the factual data supported by the theories 
which are proposed by several experts.  
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B. Research Setting 
This research was held in SMAN Kerjo. It is located in Sumberejo, 
Kerjo, Karanganyar.. The data of this research  are the English teachers’ 
utterances use when communicating with the students in the classroom. 
The researcher obtain the data from the classroom conversation in English 
teaching-learning process in SMAN Kerjo Karanganyar. The research was 
started with preliminary observation, writing the research proposal, 
developing research instrument, giving treatment and collecting data, 
discussing the data analysis and writing the research report. The data were 
obtained from three English teachers on 17-25 October 2016 
  
Table 3.1. Schedule of the Research 
No
. 
Activities 
Months 
Apr May Sept Oct Nov 
1. Preliminary observation      
2. Writing the research proposal      
3. Developing research instrument      
4. Giving treatment and collecting 
data 
     
5. Discussing the data analysis and 
writing the research report 
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C. Source of data 
The data of the research will collect in the form of information 
about directive speech act used by English teacher. In this research, the 
source of the data will obtained from: 
1. Events 
Data or information could be obtained by doing observation to 
events or activities which is related to the research. The event of this 
research is in the form of teaching and learning process in the classroom to 
observe the teachers’ directive speech act utterances. 
2. Informants 
Informant is the person who gives any information needed which is 
related to the research. The researcher choose the teachers as the main of 
informants in this research. The English teachers of SMA Negeri Kerjo 
are the informants of this research. 
 
D. Subject of the research  
The researcher took the subjects of research to get the data through 
purposive sampling. Purposive sampling is conducted by taking research 
subject based on certain purpose (Arikunto, 2010: 183). The subjects of 
the study are English teachers of the three different grade of SMA Negeri 
Kerjo who used directive speech acts utterances in the teaching learning 
process of SMA Negeri Kerjo in the academic year of 2015/2016. The 
researcher chose English teacher only because teacher is the person/subject 
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who used the most directive speech act in teaching learning in order to 
make teaching learning more effective. 
  
E. Research Instrument 
According to Creswell (2007:261), the instrument of qualitative 
research is the researcher itself. It means that instrument of this research is 
the researcher herself, because the researcher has function to decide the 
focus of research, determine source of the data, collect the data, analyze 
the data, and make conclusion. 
Therefore, the researcher was involved in all process of the 
research starting from data design until the data report. A handycam was 
also used to support the researcher in recording the data. The secondary 
data instrument was also used in this study. The instrument was data sheet 
which could be used to help reearcher in identifying & analyzing the data. 
This identification as figured out in appendices as the proven of the 
research. The format of the data sheet is presented below : 
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Table 3.2 
Data Sheet of the Data findings of Types of Directives Speech Act Performed by 
English Teacher 
No Code Time Dialogue Directive 
Act 
Context Purpose 
/intention 
           
 
 
F. Data Collection Technique  
1. Observation 
The data collection technique the researcher used in this study was 
observation technique. In observation technique the researcher used 
recording instruments, video camera and sound recorder, to record the 
classroom dialogues. Next, the researcher writes some data into note to as 
a additional data report. However, because the subject of the research was 
classroom conversation, situation of which is simulated, that condition 
could not be fully fulfilled. The researcher only tried to act as naturally as 
possible in order that he did not participate in the classroom 
communication. The role researcher here only as an non-participant 
observer. 
In observation method, there are some techniques which related to 
collect the data, they are:  
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a. Recording 
The first technique of collecting the data is recording 
technique. In the effort to collect the data, the writer recorded all of the 
activities in class. It was acted by using a notebook and mobile phone 
to record the activity that occurred in class including the utterances of 
the teachers. Recording is one of the ways to collect the data while in 
observation. Researchers record information by using note taking or 
audiotapes. The advantage by using videotape are provides an 
opportunity for informant to share directly his or her reality, and 
creative in that it captures attention visually.  One of the instruments to 
record the data is by using videotape, shortened by VTR. Video Tape 
Recording can be a rich source of data for qualitative research as well 
if its use is accompanied by an awareness of its limitations, 
requirements, and assumptions (Morse, 1994:245)   
b. Note Taking Technique  
Otherwise of recording technique, the writer also used note 
taking technique. The writer made a note in which if important as a 
strengthened of the recording technique. These records included direct 
activity which happened in the classroom. It is also the additional data 
if the tape contained no data (events) are not recorded. Retnaningsih 
(2007:67) argues that note taking technique is a systematic method of 
recording information gathered from books, newspapers, magazines, 
reports, and other sources used in writing. This technique will simplify 
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the individual to learn, to remember, and to keep track of information 
gathered during research. Good writers of observers are able to 
produce accurate and careful note. It will able to reduce plagiarism and 
facilitates the preparation of documentation, as well as saving time in 
research and easing the writing effort. Careless note taking and 
reliance on memory result in inefficiency and forgetfulness.  
The researcher observed the teacher in teaching learning 
process in the classroom. The researcher did the observation as much 
as nine times from October 17, 2016 to October 25, 2016. Each 
observation was done for about 2x45 minutes (90 minutes). The 
researcher recorded the teaching and learning using video recording. 
The researcher taking note some of the teachers’ utterances during the 
teaching and learning process to support the result of observation. 
 
G. Techniques of Analysing Data 
 After collecting the data, the data are analyzed based on The Miles 
and Huberman theory framework for qualitative data analysis by three 
components, as data reduction, data display, drawing and verifying 
conclusion. 
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1.  Data Reduction 
 Data reduction refers to the process of selecting, focusing, 
simplifying, abstracting, and transforming the data that appear in written-up 
field notes or transcriptions. Data reduction occurs continuously throughout 
the life of any qualitatively oriented project. As data collection proceeds, 
further episodes of data reduction occur (writing, summaries, coding, 
teasing out themes, making clusters, making partitions, writing memos). The 
data reduction/transforming process continues after fieldwork, until a final 
report is completed. 
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 Data reduction is a form of analysis that sharpens, sorts, focuses, 
discards, and organizes data in such a way that “final” conclusions can be 
drawn and verified. By data reduction, qualitative data can be reduced and 
transformed in many ways such as, through selection, through summary or 
paraphrase, through being subsumed in a larger pattern, and so on.  
 In this part, the researcher reduces the result of observation based on 
research activities. Then, the researcher will classify and choose the data 
based on the research focus. The researcher will delete several data in the 
filed note which not related to directive speech act utterances. There are 
several activities which are not included to this research: 
a. The activity when the teacher or students out of the class for something. 
b. Joke intermezzo between students and teachers in the class. 
c. Any notification delivered by the speaker’s room from teacher’s office. 
d. Conversation between students and teacher which has no relation to the 
learning material.  
2. Data Display 
 The second is data display. Generally, a display is an organized, 
compressed assembly of information that permits conclusion drawing and 
action. Looking at displays helps us to understand what is happening and to 
do something-either analyze further or take action-based on that 
understanding. 
 Display of the data is description of the data. Data display is a set of 
information which has been classify and organized based on the data 
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reduction which lead to conclusion (Miles and Huberman, 1992: 17). This 
technique is used in arranging information description or narration in order 
to draw the conclusion. The researcher consideres what should be done by 
presenting the data. The researcher also display the data and then describe it. 
Afterward, the researcher makes the analysis of the data, then presents the 
data of  directive speech act used by english teacher  
3. Drawing and Verifying Conclusion 
The third is conclusion drawing and verification. In this research, 
conclusions are drawn continuously through the course of study. The 
researcher takes conclusions after presenting and analyzing the data. 
To make clear, the steps in analyzing data will present as below :  
a. Researcher drawing the data analysis by listening video 
audio recording of the teacher’s utterances spoke in 
classroom 
b. Researcher determine parts of the utterances spoken by the 
teacher that indicates as directive speech acts 
c. Presenting the data obtained in the form table and 
description 
d. Researcher identify context of the situation based on video 
recording. 
e. Discuss finding by making a coding 
f. Organized the data classification of directive speech act 
based on coding data sheet. 
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The analysis ofclassification of the directive speech act will be 
analyzed using Yule’s theory which classified into : Command/order, 
request, suggest, warning, & invitation. Thus to make clear, the researcher 
will provide the example of data coding below : 
(M1/01/02.43) 
Notes : 
M1  : The number of meeting 
01  : The number of datum 
02.43 : The time when the utterances spoken 
 
H. Trustworthiness of the Data 
Before some information was used for the research data, the 
trustworthiness of the information must be checked first. This was because 
the data must be responsible as the point of departure to make conclusion. 
In this research, the technique which used to check the trustworthiness of 
data was triangulation. Sugiyono (2012: 330) defines triagulation as data 
collection techniques are combining of various data collection techniques 
and sources of existing data. 
According to Afifudin and Saebani (2009: 126), there are four kinds 
of triangulation technique to recheck the trustworthiness: 
1. Triangulation by Using Data 
In data triangulation, the researcher rechecks and compares 
obtained information in different source. For instance, it is done by 
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comparing observation data with interview data result, comparing what 
the teacher said with students said, and comparing circumstance and 
perspective of different people toward the similar event.  
2. Triangulation by Using Investigator 
There is other consultant to recheck the data. It can reduce 
untrusted data in the process of collecting the data. Then, other 
consultant gives suggestion of the data. 
3. Triangulation by Using Theory 
Different theory is used to recheck the data. This type can be 
done by using the perspective of more than one theory in discussing 
the problem of research. 
4. Triangulation by Using Method 
This type can be done by the researcher by collecting data 
using techniques and the use of different data and even more clearly 
direct to the same data source to test reliability of the informant. 
Based on the kinds of triangulation above, the researcher used 
triangulation by data in this research. It were done by comparing the 
video data taken from observation that is held during English teaching 
learning process and data documentation. In validating the data, the 
researcher observes & recording English teaching learning process and 
notes the events or utterances appeared in the classroom during the 
lesson ongoing. Then, the researcher crosschecked by comparing them. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH ANALYSIS & DISSCUSON 
 
 
In this chapter, the results of the research that has been conducted are 
explained in detail. Similar to its title, this chapter is divided into two main parts: 
findings and discussions. All are explained in the following parts.  
A. Research Finding 
1. Types and meaning of directive speech act used by English teacher 
of SMA N Kerjo 
The types of directive speech act in this research is analyzed using 
Yule’s theory. Based on the observation, the researcher found six types 
of directive speech act. They are command/order, request, invitation, 
suggestion. Warning, or prohibitation. the types of directive speech act 
taken from utterances used by teacher in clasroom. Meanwhile, the  
purpose/intention  of the directvie speech act was analyzed accordance 
Hymes (1974) context theory as cited in Wardaugh (2006: 247) he said 
that context situation will limit the range of possible interpretation, & 
the other hand, support the intended interpretation. Then he developed 
the speaking model to describing speech event & speech act. 
The finding of the research can be seen in the following parts : 
There are 73 data that considered as directive speech acts. The data 
were obtained from clasroom observation in 6 meetings, 2 meeting for 
each teacher. According to the findings of this research, the directives 
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speech act found from observation are command/order 27 data, requesting 
9 data, suggesting 17 data, warning 12 data, and inviting 8 data.  
The types of directive speech act were classified & analyzed using 
Yule’s (1996:53) directive speech act theory. Besides classified the types, 
it is also analyzed the context situation when the utterances spoken in 
order to know the meaning of teacher utterances. The theory that used to 
analyzed the context situation is based on Hyme’s (1974) theory. While 
The types description & meaning will be explaining in the following : 
 
a. Command & Order 
Command/order is the action done by the speaker who has 
authority to give command to the hearer. The speaker has full control 
on the act of the hearer. In saying command, speaker give authoritative 
pr pretemorary order which sometimes using direct or indirect speech 
act to the hearer. 
Teacher 1 
1. M-1//DW/2/02.27  
“Read the paper for 5 minutes” 
In the morning around 09.00 am, teacher start the lesson at XII 
science 1. Teacher employ this utterance to all students. Teacher order 
them to read the material paper that she gave to them before she start 
the lesson. It also mean to give student hint/clue about the material 
they gonna learn on that day. The act sequence of english teacher 
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saying the utterances is direct speech act. Key of the utterance is in 
relax tone. And the the instrumentalist of this utterance is oral spoken. 
The norm pf teacher utterance is in normal intonation. The genre is 
teaching learning process. 
Meaning : 
The utterance of the speaker above is to express the speaker 
command\order the hearer to do something. The speaker, in here the 
teacher want the student to read the paper that she gave them to make 
student has picture of what material they gonna learn that day. 
 
2. M-1/DW/6/10.35  
“.... Pay attention to the word ‘Say’” 
Clasroom, arround 10.10 am. Teacher explained about direct 
indirect speech to all students. After she explained about the definition 
of direct indirect speech, the teacher ask students to give her an 
example of direct speech in indonesian then how to change it into 
indirect speech, she doing this to ease them make the example. The 
teacher write the example on white board. Then the teacher explain 
how to change the sentence into indirect speech step by step like the 
changes of its pronoun & tenses. In this case, teacher order the students 
to give attention to teh word “say” in the sentence to know thw 
changes of it in indirect. The act sequence of this utterance is warning. 
The key of this utterance is serious & friendly. The instrumentalist is 
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oral spoken. The norm is serious but relax. The genre is clasroom 
teaching learning. 
Meaning : 
The expression above belong to commanding/ordering. It can 
be seen by “Pay attention...” words which using imperative form. 
Teacher check student comprehension on indirect speech by ask them 
to change the example sentence from direct into indirect speeh & 
express the utterance above to giving hint/clue about the changes 
 
3. M-1/DW/8/24.35  
“Change the direct speech into indirect speech.” 
09.25 am at XII science 1. Teacher already finished explaining 
the material about direct & indirect speech to all students. After 
finished giving explanation, teacher write some example sentence on 
whiteboard and order the student to change the sentence from directive 
form into indirective form in order to measuring student 
comprehension about direct & indirect speech. The act sequence is 
considered as direct speech. The key utterances is serious with low 
tones. The instrumentalist is via oral form. The norm is friendly. And 
the genre is teaching learning process. 
Meaning : 
Teacher write some exercise on whiteboard and order the 
student to try to do it. The utterance above is obviously belong to 
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commanding by the imperative sentence that used by teacher. Teacher 
want to measure their comprehension on lesson material by giving 
them exercise. They have to change the sentences on whiteboard  from 
direct speech into indirect speech. 
 
4. M-1/DW//16/51.21  
“Anda lihat pada catatannya, Perhatikan!” 
the situation is in the classroom, its arround 09.50 am. Teacher 
explaining about direct & indirect speech in command form. Teacher 
order the student to read their paper on part C, direct & indirect speech 
in command form. After explaining, the teacher invite the student to 
discuss the example sentence from material. First, the teacher explain 
if the sentence is in positive form then in negative form. In the end of 
explanation teacher order the student to see the note on the paper to 
warn/remind them that subclause of in command form isn’t change 
like two others. The act sequences of the utterance is direct speech. 
The key is serious with medium pitch. The instrumentalist is oral 
spoken. The norm is friendly condition. The genre is clasroom 
teaching learning. 
Meaning : 
Teacher order students to open the notes about the material in 
the bottom part of the paper in order to tell them the different  changes 
of direct indirect speech between statement & question form 
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comparing to command form. The purpose of the teacher is to give 
additional information about the difference of command direct indirect 
speech than two others. 
 
Teacher 2 
1. M-2/S/4/09.14  
“.... Kamu catatannya dibuka-buka!.” 
In the morning around 07.30 am. Teacher start the lesson at XI 
Science 4. Teacher review students knowledge about the last material. 
Before review their memories about the last material, teacher found 
that some students haven’t bring & taking notes the material he explain 
in the last meeting. So the teacher warn them to complete their notes or 
he will punish them. Then teacher continue the lesson by reviewing 
student understanding about the last material. Teacher order them to 
see the task on their book as example and then he ask them the types of 
the sentences, but the students still can’t or not answer the question. 
Then the teacher command them to open their notes to help them 
answer the question. The act sequence of this utterance is direct 
speech. The key is serious tone. The instrumentalist is oral form. The 
norm of utterance is in serious condition. The genre is classroom 
teaching learning. 
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Meaning : 
Teacher ask the studetns the type of example sentence but, they 
can’t answer it so the teacher order them to open their notes to remind 
them about the answer. The teacher intention is to help student 
remembering the last material they already learned. 
 
2. M-5/S/3/30.28 
“Please look at page 31. Kita langsung masuk pada latihan ya” 
 
Clasroom in the morning. Teacher explain the fact or reality of 
the sentence to student. After give some example, he order the student 
to open their book on task at page 31. He want to check are the student 
understand how to identify the types & fact/reality of conditional 
senetenece. Because its little bit difficult for them to know the  fact or 
true meaning of the sentence. So the teacher order them to try to find 
the fact or reality of the sentenece to make them more understand how 
to identify it correctly. The act sequence of the utterance is direct 
speech. The key is low & friendly tone. The instrumentalist is oral 
spoken. Norm is friendly. The genre is classroom teaching learning. 
 
Meaning : 
The teacher give such order is meant to make task 3 on 
page 31 as measurement to check student understanding about 
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conditional sentence & how to search the fact of it. because it seem 
difficulct for student to find the fact or true meaning of the 
sentence. So, by doing this. Teacher want to make them try, then 
discuss it together and make them learn from their mistakes. 
 
Teacher 3 
1. M-3/L/01/25.23 
“Nanti mas Adit maju lagi minggu depan nggih”. 
In the morning arround 07.20 am. Teacher start lesson at X 
1 classroom. The said to student that today she will continue the 
storytelling presentation. Teacher told that today she suspend the 
lesson material about irregular verb & concentrate on continue 
storytelling presentation. She start calling some students to present 
their story, and then there is one student who present his story with 
very short & low voice. After he finished his presentation, teacher 
giving him some advice & correction to his writing. Then she order 
him to repeat his presentation in the next meeting to get his 
presentation score. The act sequence of the utterance is direct 
speech. The key is simply with  low tones. The intrumentalist in 
oral spoken. The norm is in friendly condition. And the genre is 
teaching learning in classroom. 
Meaning : 
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The teacher’s expression above is belong to command. She 
command the student with soft & politely to repeat his presentation 
because he present his story is not good enough. The teacher 
purposed make him to repeat his presentation is to make him more 
prepared before presenting his story so he can achieve good score. 
 
2. M-6/S/5/10.51 
“So, I want you to create about past experience.” 
In the classroom at morning, teacher teach about simple 
past tense. Teacher give explanation the material, it’s about simple 
past tense. She ask to some student what is simple past tense & 
they can answer it. She told that simple past is use to describe past 
action/experince. After some simple explanation, teacher order 
student to create a short story about their past experince then 
present it in front of class. The teacher purpose order the student to 
do the task is to measure their writing & speaking. The act 
sequence is direct speech. The key is friendly but serious. The 
instrumentalist is oral form. The norm is in friendly manner & the 
genre is classroom teaching learning. 
Meaning : 
Teacher order the student to create a story from their past or 
their unforgetable story to check/measure student understanding 
about the material & check their skill. Teacher order them to do the 
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task because she want to improve student skills in writing by 
creating a short story and  speaking skill by doing presentation. 
 
b. Request 
Request in kind of directive speevh act whose illocutionary 
purpose is getting the hearer to do something in circumstances in 
which it is not obvious that he/she will perform the action in the 
normal course of events. (Searle, 1969). By imitating a request, the 
speaker believes that the hearer is able to perform an action. 
 
Teacher 1 
1. M-1/DW/01/06.43 
“Can you make example in indonesian ? 
In the morning at XII science 1. The teacher teach about 
direct & indirect speech in the classroom. After giving the material 
paper, teacher order the student to read it first to give them picture 
of the material they gonna learn. Then the teacher explain the 
lesson about direct & indirect speech. After that, the teacher ask 
student to make example of direct speech and to ease them make 
the example, they can make it in indonesian. The act sequence of 
this utterance is direct speech. The key of it is serious but friendly. 
The instrumentalist is ora spoken. The norm is saying in good 
performance. The genre is classroom teaching learning process. 
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Meaning : 
After explain the lesson material. The teacher ask student to 
give/make example of direct sentence in Indonesian. Teacher 
order/ask student to make example of directive sentence to 
measure their comprehension on the material. And to ease them, 
she order to make the sentence using Indonesian first. Purpose of 
teacher’s order to make the example in indonesian first is to make  
students easier understand the material by using their mother 
languange. 
 
2. M-4/DW/3/19.10 
“If you have finished to taking note. Please, do the task.” 
XII IPS 1 at 10.20 am. Teacher explaining about  direct 
indirect speech in statement form. After some explanation & 
discussion, teacher allow the student to take notes the material. 
Then teacher said to student that it will be better for them if they 
directly try to do a exercise about the material in order to make 
them understand the material quickly. The act sequence is direct 
speech. The key is in serious tone. The instrumentalist is oral 
spoken. The norm is polite manner. The genre is classroom 
teaching. 
Meaning :  
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Teacher ask the student to try the exercise written on board 
after finised taing notes. Teacher employ the utterance to the task 
because she believe that better for them if they directly try to do 
exercise then discuss it. This is will help them understand the 
material easier & quicly than just keep imaging & asking about it. 
 
Teacher 2 
1. M-2/S/16/01.00.09 
“Coba aku lihat” 
That morning, teacher teach conditional sentence at XI 
science 1. He order the student to do the exercise on task 4. After 
explaining & discussing conditional sentence, teacher ask student 
to dot exercise on task 4 about the fact/reality of the sentence. 
Before he ask them to do it, he explain the types of each sentence. 
After some time, teacher go arround class to check student work. 
And then he ask a student to hand over his work to check her work 
& correcting some of it. The act sequence is direct speech. The key 
is normal tone. The instrumentalist is oral spoken. The norm is in 
friendly condition. The genre is classroom teaching learning. 
Meaning : 
After teacher come arround some students desk to help 
them check if they had difficulties doing the task. Then Teacher 
want to check her work to see is she doing the task well. Teacher 
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intention want to see students work is check are the students  
already understand the material & to correct her work to help her. 
 
2. M-2/S/14/43.50  
“Coba kamu baca yang jelas biar kawan-kawan mendengar” 
Teacher discussing the example of conditional sentence in 
XI science 1 class at 08.15 am. He disscusing question number 1 as 
example for students. Teacher disscusing number 1 as example to 
ease student do the task. He also explain the fact or reality of the 
sentence. After explaining go arround the class to check students 
work & found a student who write wrong verb of the sentence. 
Then the teacher reminding them the formula for negative 
sentence. after explaining the teacher order the student before to 
correting her answer & read it clearly to make other students know 
the correct answer. The sequence of the utterance is direct speech. 
The key is relax & friendly tones. The instrumentalist is oral form. 
The norm is friendly condition. The genre is teaching learning 
process. 
Meaning : 
Teacher go arround class to check some student’s work and 
found a student mistakes. After correcting a student work, he ask 
the students to read her work loud & clearly. Teacher order a 
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students to read the answer is in order to  make other students 
know the correct answer 
  
Teacher 3 
1. M-3/L/03/07.51 
“Yang sudah presentasi di depan kemarin, yang belum 
ngumpulin buku. Tolong segera diberikan ke saya. Jadi biar 
tidak salah panggil lagi” 
In the classroom at morning, the teacher teach about re-
telling story. The teacher continuing student presentation in the 
classroom. The teacher ask a student to come forward to present 
her story in front of class. The student present her story well, then 
after finished the teacher give some advice & correction to her 
writing. After that teacher reminding the student that anyone who 
already do the presentation but not submit their paper yet, she 
request them to submit it as soon as possible to avoiding 
misscalling. The act sequence is considered as direct speech. The 
key in saying is low tone. The instrumentalist is oral spoken. The 
norm is in polite manner. While, the genre is classroom teaching 
learning. 
Meaning : 
Teacher remind students who already do presentation to 
hand over their story paper soon to because she want re-check are 
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they already correcting their paper. Teacher purpose express this 
utterance is to remind & inform to student who already do 
presentation to hand over their paper to avoiding miscalling for 
presentation. 
. 
c. Suggesting 
Suggestion is the process by which one thought leads to 
another, especially through association of ideas. It is related to 
something that should be done by the hearer. The utterances is 
transferred to the hearer in tactful way, so the utterances will not 
make the hearer being offended. 
Teacher 1 
1. M-1/DW/05/06.11 
“Bisa kamu lihat di kertas itu. Apa sebenarnya definisi dari 
direct speech” 
In the morning at XII science 1. In this occasion teacher 
explaining about direct & indirect speech. Before teacher start the 
lesson, she ask a student to share the material paper to the class. 
Then, she give them 5 minutes to read the paper make them get the 
picture about what they gonna learn today. After 5 minutes, teacher 
start teaching the material by explaining the definition of direct 
speech. She suggest the student that they also can see the definition 
on their paper. The act sequence is direct speech. The key of 
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utterance is friendly but serious. The instrumentalist is oral spoken. 
The genre is classroom teaching learning. 
Meaning : 
The teacher suggest the students to see the material paper 
that she give to them to show about definition of direct speech act. 
Purpose of teacher’s suggest is to show or make clear  to the 
students that the the definition of them. 
 
Teacher 2 
1. M-2/S/10/14.09 
“kalo kamu mau hasil yang bagus, kerjakan dulu di 
kertas baru dipindah” 
XI science 1, arround 07.45 am. Teacher reviewing student 
understanding about the last material. Before the taecher ask 
student to do the exercise on task 3, he reviewing student 
understanding about the types of conditional sentence. He maske 
the question of the task as example then ask the students waht the 
conditional sentence type of it. After that, the teacher giving 
suggestion to student to do the exercise on paper torn or other 
paper first to avoiding too much eraser trace on the asnwer. The act 
sequence is direct speech. The key of the utterance is in tactful 
tone. The instrumentalis is in oral form. The norm in saying is 
tactfull ways. And the genre is teaching learning in the classroom. 
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Meaning : 
Teacher order the students to try the exercise. But, before 
they start to do it, he suggest write it on the other book or paper 
first instead directly answer it on “LKS” to avoiding too much 
eraser trace that will make the  writing bad & difficult to read. 
Teacher’s advice has meaning to make them write only the correct 
answer on their “LKS”. So it will ease them to use their answer as 
study material later. 
2. M-5/S/4/32.30 
“Ya kalo anda masih ragu bolehlah di kertas dulu, nggak 
langsung disini” 
Morning about 08.00 am in the clasroom. Teacher finished 
explain the material about fact or reality of conditional sentence 
and then ask them to try exercise on their book. Teacher ask them 
to find the fact or reality of the sentence based on question on their 
book. Because its seems difficult for student, teacher suggest them 
to write their answer on other paper first if they still doubt about 
their answer to avoid too much eraser trace on their book. The act 
sequence is diract speech. The key is normal & friendly tone. The 
instrument is oral form. The norm is in friendly manner. The genre 
is classroom teaching learning. 
 
Meaning :  
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Teacher suggest the students to write their answer on other 
paper first, not directly on their book to avoid too much mistake or 
eraser trace on their book because it seems before that thay had 
difficulties to find the fact or reality of the sentence. So their 
answer can be use as learning material later. 
 
Teacher 3 
1. M-3/L/02/04.49 
“Untuk menyingkat waktu, langsung presentasi, 
langsung dihitung, terus langsung diserahkan, ya mbak ya.” 
The situation is in the classroom, its arround 07.20 am. 
Teacher told students that she will continue the presentation from 
last meeting. The teacher suspend their material about irregular 
verb and concern on continuing their presentation about re-telling 
story. It is because that day is Friday & the lesson time is on one 
hour. But, before the teacher start the presentation there is an 
condolence announcement from speaker. Then the teacher ask 
class treasurer to collect mourn donation from class. And to 
abbreviate time, the teacher ask class treasurer to collect & count it 
qiuckly then submit it to students council/OSIS while the other 
student start the presentation. The act sequence is considered as 
direct speech. The key is  low tones but low tones. The 
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instrumentalist is in oral spoken. The norm is polite manner & soft. 
The genre is classroom conversation. 
Meaning : 
After there is condolence announcement, the teacher allow 
class treasurer starting collect mourn donation from class studens. 
But because the lesson time is short & there are some presentation 
today, so the teacher suggest to collect & count the mourn donation 
immediately after all of it collected. The purpose of teacher’s 
utterance is to abreviate time because the lesson time is only one 
hour & they have to do presentation that day. 
d. Inviting 
Kind of the expression of a request, a solicitation, or an 
attempt to get another person to join the speaker at specific event 
such as to attend to party, visit a house, witness marriage, or in 
clasroom activity. 
Teacher 1 
1. M-1/DW/04/05.56 
 “Okay. Let’s disscuss about direct & indirect speech.” 
On that day arround 09.05 am in the classroom. Teacher 
ask student to read material paper that she gave before. Before she 
start explaining the lesson material, she ask student to read the 
paper first. After they finished read it, she invite the student to 
discuss the new learning material about direct & indirect speech. 
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She said that she already teach them material before, so this is just 
study over again. The act sequence of utterance above is direct 
speech. The key is in normal & serious tone. The instrumentalist is 
oral spoken. The norm is friendly condition. The genre is teaching 
learning in classroom. 
Meaning : 
After order the students to read the material paper. Teacher 
invite students to disscus the new lesson. But before start 
discussing, she told the students that she has ever teach them about 
this lesson if they were coming from classes that she was teach 
when they 10th grade. Teacher purpose is to invite student to 
discuss the new material about direct & indirect speech. 
 
Teacher 2 
1. M2/S/3/05.56 
“Kita diskusikan dulu yang the first.” 
Morning, 09.13 am at XII science 1. Teacher explain 3 
kinds of indirect speech to students. After explain & discussing 
direct indirect speech, teacher told student that there are 3 kind of 
indirect speech. They are statement, question, & command. And 
start explaining the first kind of indirect speech, statement. The act 
sequence is direct speech. The key is normal tone. The 
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instrumentalist is oral spoken. The norm is in friendly condition. 
Teh genre is classroom teaching learning. 
Meaning : 
Teacher finished explaining about direct indirect speech. 
Then she move to next material about 3 types/kinds of indirect 
speech & decide to explain the first type, statement. Teacher 
purposed is to invite the students to  start discussing the next 
material about indirect speech in statement form together. 
 
Teacher 3 
1. M-3/L/08/12.24 
“Kita coba dulu, What You must do. Ketika kita 
mengingat, recount dulu nggih.” 
Morning in X5 class. Teacher start lesson with the topic is 
story telling. First, she explained to students about simple past 
tense that used to write story about past experience. After she 
explained the material, she ask the student to create a story based 
on past experience. but, before the teacher let the students start 
writing. She invite the student to remember about what they have 
to concern on creating story from past experience. teacher doing 
this in order to make student remember about what they have to 
concern when creating story based on past experince. So they can 
create a story that correct & coherence. The act sequence is direct 
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speech. The key is normal & friendly. The instrumentalist is oral 
spoken. Norm is in polite & friendly manner. The genre is 
classroom discourse. 
Meaning : 
Teacher invite the students to try remember about what are 
they have to concerned when they creating story based on their 
past experince. Its like the time, the character, place, etc. In order 
to make sure they can create a story that correct & coherence. 
 
e. Warning 
Warning is telling someone about possible danger or 
difficulty. Warning usuall stated by positive imperative which give 
positive treatnment of effect. 
 
Teacher 1 
1. M-4/DW/4/19.37 
“Kemudian kalo dia (Verb) past harus berhati-hati 
dengan apa ? Perubahan tensesnya” 
Classroom teching learning process arround 08.10 am. 
Teacher wrote some exercise for student to make student easily & 
quicker understand the material. After finished wrote theexercise, 
teacher order the student to do the exercise. But before they start to 
do, the teacher warn to student to be careful to verb type of the 
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sentence. because the verb type is influence the change of the 
sentence form. The act sqeuence is direct speech. The key of the 
utterance is friendly but serious. The instrumentalist is oral form. 
The norm friendly. The genre is teaching learning process. 
Meaning : 
Teacher remind the student to be aware of the tenses 
changes. because the verb type os the sentence is influence to the 
change of the sentence form. Teacher warn student is to remind 
student once more about this because like she said before when she 
explain the material that this kind of change  is the one that make 
student confused. 
 
Teacher 2 
1. M-2/S/7/11.26 
“Kalo sudah tau, nanti anda bisa kerjakan. Dengan 
rumus lho ya!. Kalo kamu langsung ke kata kerja salah!” 
Classroom, arround 07.30. Teacher teach about conditional 
sentence. ahter teacher giving warn & advice to student to taking 
notes in his lesson, he order the student to do the exercise on task 
3. Before he let the student do the task, he giving some help to 
student about the types & formula of conditional sentence in 
exercise. He warn the student to use the formula when they doing 
the task. The act sequence is direct speech. The key is serious & 
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medium tone. The instrumentalist is oral form. The norm is polite 
manner. The genre is classroom teaching learning. 
Meaning : 
Teacher ask the student to do the task 3 to review/measure 
student understanding about the conditional sentence. The 
teacher’s warning purposed is to remind the student to use the 
formula of conditional sentence when they do the task, and if they 
directly do the task by changed the verb only their work will be 
wrong.  
 
2. M-2/S/1/05.00  
“Nanti akan saya kontrol sampai dimana catatan kamu. 
Kalo nggak lengkap nanti saya suruh keluar nyatet sampai 
selesai.” 
Morning, 07.30 am in XI IPA 1. Before teacher start teaching, 
he ask confirmation to students that material from the last material 
already finish discussed. But the students felt hesitate answer 
teacher question. Then Teacher come to a student desk to check 
their notes. Then he know that some of students doesn't have notes 
and warn them to complete their notes or they would expelled from 
class & taking notes until the last material. Teacher warn the 
student to complete their notes is for student is for student benefit. 
Taking notes when learning process is the one of most important 
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part in learning. Without notes they would felt difficulties 
understand the material. The act sequence of the utterance isdirect 
speech. The key is serious & medium tone. The instrumentalist is 
oral spoken. The norm is in polite manner. The genre is classroom 
learning process. 
Meaning : 
Teacher warn the student who the notes is incomplete or 
not taking notes during classroom learning process to complete 
their notes is for student is for student benefit. Taking notes when 
learning process is the one of most important part in learning 
process. Without notes they would felt difficulties understand the 
material that teacher conveyed. 
 
Teacher 3 
1. M-3/L/1/02.41 
“kalo hari ini nanti kita lihat masih ada yang low voice, 
yang suaranya masih rendah, atau gak kedengaran. For next 
week lagi, nggih.” 
Morning at class X.1. teacher told  student that today she 
gonna continue the presentation. After told the students that today 
she postponed explaining the material about irregular verb, teacher 
said that she gonna continuing the presentation because the lesson 
tome today is short. Teacher offer the student is there need to use 
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speaker for presentation, but the student refuse it & tacher okay 
with it. Then, the teacher warn them if there any student who speak 
unclear & low voice, they have to repet their presentation next 
week. The act sequence is diret speech. The key is normal & low 
tone. The instrumenytalist is oral spoken. The norm is in polite 
manner. The genre is classroom teaching. 
Meaning : 
The teacher continue students presentation fromlast 
meeeting. She offer the student to use speaker to help them but the 
students refude it. Later, the taecher warn them if they present with 
low voices they have to repeat their presentation next week. The 
teacher warning is meant to help student improve their speaking 
voice to get better when they speak in front of many people. 
 
2. M-6/S/9/29.14 
“Ya, di keep nggih, selalu mengingat about this one. 
Past action we use simple past tense” 
Morning about 07.45 am in the classroom. Teacher teach at 
X5 class, the material is about story telling about past 
experience. The teacher is discussing sentence components of 
student’s collective story. In the middle analysis, teacher warn 
the student to keep remind that writing story about past 
experince is using verb V2 or past tense. Teacher warn the 
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student because after this discussing, she planed to order the 
student to make story about their past experince. The act 
sequnce is direct speech. The key is friendly & low tone. The 
instrumentalist is oral spoken. The norm in polite manner. 
While the genre is in classroom teaching learning. 
Meaning : 
Teacher warn the student to keep remind that writing story 
about past experince is using verb V2 or past tense. She warn 
the student because after this discussing, she planed to order 
the student to make story about their past experience & present 
it in front of class. It is why teacher employ the statement to 
warn students to remind this in order to make correct story &  
achieve good score in the next presentation. 
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Table 4.1 
Directive Speech Act used by Teacher 
 
 
 
No. Teacher 
Directive Speech Act 
Total 
Command/Order Request Suggest Warning Inviting 
1 Dari Wahyuni 13 3 4 1 6 27 
2 Sukatna 8 3 4 8 1 24 
3 Lathifah 5 4 9 3 1 22 
Total 26 10 17 12 8 73 
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B. Discussion 
The disscussion are arranged in order to answer the problem 
statements of the research. In the research findings above consists of 
classification of directive speech act including the context situation & the 
meaning. Researcher attempted to explain the types & utterances meaning 
of directive speech at used by english teacher of SMA N Kerjo. 
Regardless to the finding of the research, the discussion presented 
as follows : 
First, analysis types of directive speech act used by english teacher. 
Based on Yule’s (1996:53) theory. He classified directive speech act into 
five types. They are command/order, request, invitation, suggestion, and 
warning/prohibition. According to this theory, the researcher found some 
types of directive speech act used by English teacher at SMA N Kerjo, 
they are command/order, request, invitation, suggestion, & warning. 
According to the analysis, researcher found 27 utterances that 
belong to command/order. From the number above can be infered that the 
most frequent directive speech act used by english teacher in teaching 
learning is command/order. Based on Yule (1996), said that 
Command/order is the action done by the speaker who has the right or 
duty to give command to hearer. The speaker has a full authority on the act 
of the hearer. From the theory above can be infered that teacher has 
superior  level in clasroom. Teacher also have important role in the 
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classroom, like  like set the tones of the classroom, build wrm condition, 
mentor & nurture students, become role models, and listen & look for sign 
of trouble. This utterance used by teacher as instruction for student about 
what they have to do. Therefore, command or order also used by English 
teacher is important to conduct in teaching learning process. 
Request is a kind of directive speech act whose its purpose is to get 
hearer to do something in circumstances in which it is not obvious that 
he/she will perform the action in the normal course of events (Searle 
1969). By initiating request, the speaker believes that the hearer is able to 
perform an action. Researcher found there are 9 data that include to 
request. 
Invitation is an expression that is disclosed when someone who 
wants to ask other poeple to come to a place or when there is someone 
who asks others to do someting for him/her. accoreding to the data 
analysis, there are 8 data that considered as invitation. In teaching learning 
precess teacher used this utterances to guide students understanding the 
material. 
Suggestion is the process by which one thought leads to another, 
especially through association of ideas. It is related to something that should 
be done by the hearer. The utterances is transferred to the hearer in tactful 
way, so the utterances will not make the hearer being offended. (Yule, 1996). 
Researcher found there are 17 data from analysis. Teacher employ this 
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utterances for benefit of the students. Teacher applied suggestion also to help 
or giving student solution & what the right action they should take. 
Warning is telling someone about possible danger or difficulty. 
Warning usuall stated by positive imperative which give positive treatnment 
of effect. (Yule, 1996). There are 12 data that belong to warning based on 
data analysis. Teacher, in teaching learning process sometimes employ this 
utterances to warn the students if they are make mistakes, such as making 
noise in the class, break the rule, or put wrong formula or tenses on their task. 
The function of warning is to make students more aware & discipline in the 
clasroom. 
Second, the purpose or intention of teacher directive speech 
utterances in teaching learning process. The analysis of meaning or purpose 
of a utterance is part of pragmatics. Yule (1996:3) said pragmatics is study of 
speaker meaning as communicated by a speaker (or writer) and interpreted by 
a listener (or reader). In this study, listeners or readers have comprehension to 
interpret the meaning of utterances. 
The description of teacher’s directive purposes will be explaining 
follow : 
Command/order, this directive is the most frequently use by teacher 
in tecahing learning than others. Comand or directive is the action done by 
the speaker who has the right or duty to give command to hearer. The speaker 
has a full authority on the act of the hearer. (Yule, 1996). In this case, 
command/order utterance in teaching learning is used as learning strategy to 
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involve student in teaching learning process. Teacher employ this utterance 
as guidance or instruction to students about what they have to do in 
classroom. This utterance is important for teacher conduct effective teaching 
learning process by asking student to being active. The use of 
command/order directive is to involving students in teaching learning process 
is appear in discussing exercises & lesson material. 
Request is a kind of directive speech act whose its purpose is to get 
hearer to do something in circumstances in which it is not obvious that he/she 
will perform the action in the normal course of events (Searle 1969). By 
initiating request, the speaker believes that the hearer is able to perform an 
action. So, in classroom teaching learning, teachers use request  not just 
simply telling something to the students, but the teacher also intends in order 
the students to do something that desired by the teacher. Requests are employ 
by the teacher who has the authority of the requested matter. In addition, in 
order for requests to be granted by the person being asked for, then the 
teacher use word “Tolong/coba” in their the directive utterances as politeness 
act in order to respect the students. Beside to respect student, the teacher used 
the word because she/he not obvious that the student will done or perform 
what she/he intends correctly. The use of this directive speech act appears 
when doing or discussing the exercises. 
Suggestion is the process by which one thought leads to another, 
especially through association of ideas. It is related to something that should 
be done by the hearer. The utterances is transferred to the hearer in tactful 
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way, so the utterances will not make the hearer being offended. (Yule, 1996). 
Teacher used this directive in explaining & discussing the lesson material in 
teaching learning to give students option or alternative in order to make them 
easier understanding the material. Teacher also used this expression to give 
the students suggestion about what act or way they should take for their own 
benefit. As an addition, Ibrahim (1993: 33), states that suggest including in 
the form of advisories, ie advising, warning, Counseling, suggesting, 
suggesting, and encouraging. That means the expression of the speaker is not 
the desire of the speaker for partner to performs a particular action, but the 
belief that by doing so, it will be the benefit for partner’s interest. 
Inviting is Kind of the expression of a request, a solicitation, or an 
attempt to get another person to join the speaker at specific event such as to 
attend to party, visit a house, witness marriage, or in clasroom activity. (Yule, 
1996). In classroom teaching learning, teacher used “inviting” directive as 
guidance or stimulus for students to involving in learning process. By 
involvement student, the teaching learning process will become interactive & 
more effective. This utterances also has purpose to make students being 
active in classroom to create teaching learning effectiveness. 
Warning is telling someone about possible danger or difficulty. 
Warning usually stated by positive imperative which give positive treatnment 
of effect. (Yule, 1996). In the teaching learning process the teacher using the 
warning  to enforcing student discipline. Warning  is used by the teacher to 
forbid the students to do something as mentioned by taecher. Ibrahim (1993: 
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32) states that the warning is included in the form Prohibitives which means 
prohibition, ie command/order for partner to don’t anything. In classroom 
activity, teacher employ this utterances to giving warn to student to keep 
them safe from danger that maybe caused by their action, like giving warn 
about the mistakes & consequences if they wrong write formula of sentence, 
student who break the rules or not obeying teacher command, etc. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
A. Conclusion 
 
This research is concerned with the pragmatic analysis of Directive 
speech acts used by the English teachers in the teaching-learning process 
at SMAN Kerjo. In line with the objectives of the research, to know types 
and purpose of directive speech act used by the English teachers in 
classroom conversation at SMAN Kerjo, the research results can be 
concluded as follow.  
1. There are five types of directive speech acts used by the English 
teachers at SMAN Kerjo. They are command/order, request, 
suggest, inviting, & warning/prohibition. Command/order are the 
most frequent Directive speect acts, while warning are the fewest.  
 
2. The Meaning/purpose of the teacher directive speech act cannot be 
separated from the context of situations. Besides, the relation 
between teacher & students also becomes another factor to explain 
why the teacher perform certain directive. The purpose  of the 
directives performed by the teacher in teaching learning are 
classified into five. First, command/order, teacher  used this 
directive to show his/her authotrity in class to make students do 
what he/she want. Teacher employ this utterance as guidance or 
instruction to students about what they have to do in classroom. 
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This utterance is important for teacher conduct effective teaching 
learning process by asking student to being active.  Second, 
request, teacher used to ask or order student to do something in 
indirect or polite way. In classroom teaching learning, teachers use 
request  not just simply telling something to the students, but the 
teacher also intends in order the students to do something that 
desired by the teacher Third, suggest, teacher used this directive in 
explaining & discussing the lesson material in teaching learning to 
give students option or alternative in order to make them easier 
understanding the material. Teacher also used this expression to 
give the students suggestion about what act or way they should 
take for their own benefit. Fourth, Warning, In classroom activity, 
teacher employ this utterances to giving warn to student to keep 
them safe from danger that maybe caused by their action, like 
giving warn about the mistakes & consequences if they wrong 
write formula of sentence, student who break the rules or not 
obeying teacher command, etc. Fifth, inviting, In classroom 
teaching learning, teacher used “inviting” directive as guidance or 
stimulus for students to involving in learning process. By 
involvement student, the teaching learning process will become 
interactive & more effective. This utterances also has purpose to 
make students being active in classroom to create teaching learning 
effectiveness. 
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B. Suggestion 
After drawing conclusion, the researcher has some suggestions for 
the lecturer, students and other researcher. The suggestions are as follows: 
1. For teacher 
The English teachers should be more look carefully in use of 
directive speech acts in English teaching.  Directive speech acts are 
very important in teaching learning process that the instructions uttered 
by the teacher should understood by the students. The appropriate use 
of directive speech acts in classroom teaching learning process will 
indirectly help the students to comprehend the learning competences.  
2. For researcher 
a. The subjects of the research are the directive speech act utterances 
expressed by the English teachers in the classroom. So the 
students’ have not been investigated.  Maybe another researchers,  
may extend the subjects of their research into the teachers and 
students’ utterances. 
b. The result of the study is expected to be helpful for the other 
researchers, so that, it can be used as alternative reference for 
further related study. 
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FIELD NOTE 
 
Code  : Field Note 1 
Title   : Reseacrh Observation 
Informant : Dari Wahyuni S.Pd 
Place   : XII IPA 1 Class  
Time   : October 23, 2016. 0830 – 10.00 am 
 
October 23, 2016. 08.30 am. When bell of changing lesson time rang. 
Teacher & researcher heading to the class. After there, some sudennt still busy 
chit-chat with their friends. Teacher came to class & ask researcher to sit  on 
empty chair behind. 
Teacher come inside the class and then the students stop talking to each 
other & fix the way they sit. Teacher start the lesson by greet & ask their 
condition. After greet them, teacher check the presence today to make sure all 
students come to class today. The teacher start the lesson by giving them 
flashback about material that they finished discussed last meeting. 
Today, teacher would deliver new material, its about direct & indirect 
speech. Teacher give students paper & ask him to share it all to the class, each 
student get one. After the all student get the paper, teacher start discussing the 
material about direct indirect speech. First, teacher ask them about the deffinition 
and characteristics of direct indirect speech act. Then she give some example to 
make students undrstand & explain about the pronoun, tense, and adverb changes 
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in the sentence. teacher told that there are three types/kind of direct & indirect 
spech. They are statement, question, and command. First, she start discuss the 
statement type by giving example & explain the changes of the sentence. After 
finished the explanation, teacher writes some exercise on whiteboard & ask 
student to try to do it. And after they finished, she start to discuss student answer 
on whiteboard. Then, the teacher invite the student to discuss the second type, 
command. She giving some short explanation, then giving them example to make 
the student understand quicker because the time is running out. Before teacher 
close the lesson, she ask student to to read & try to make indirect speech in 
statement type in home & it would be discuss next meeting. 
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FIELD NOTE 
  
Code  : Field Note 2 
Title   : Reseacrh Observation 
Informant : Sukatna S.Pd 
Place   : XI IPA 2 Class  
Time   : October 25, 2016. 07.30 – 08.30 am 
 
October 21, 2016. 07.30 am. Lesson time atart 30 minutes late because 
teacher’s briefing. When bell of lesson time rang, teacher & researcher heading to 
the class. After there, some sudennt still busy chit-chat with their friends. Teacher 
came to class & ask researcher to sit  on empty chair behind. 
Teacher start activity by discuss what happen in teacher briefing before, 
about his disagreement about punishment for student who come late. Then he 
check student presence and find there are 2 students who absent today. Teacher 
start lesson by review/recalling students about what did they learned in the last 
meeting. Its about conditional sentence & its types. He ask the students are they 
facing problem about the last material. If its not they’ll continue to the next 
material. But before teacher start with the new material, he find hat some student 
dont have notes about the lesson. Then he ask the student to complete their notes 
& he would check them next meeting. If its not complete he would punish them to 
complete their notes outside class. And if they refuse they would be come before 
the principal. Then teacher continue reviewing student understanding about tha 
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last material using exercise on the book. The next in teacher ask them about the 
fact or relality of the sentence. Then teacher ask student to do task 4 & he give 
student suggest to to it on other paper first instead the LKS to avoiding too much 
erase trace on LKS. Then teacher start discuss the exercis after they finished. 
After fiinished discussing, teacher wran them once again to complete their notes 
or he would punish them. Teacher ask students if they have difficulties abou the 
material they can ask him. Then teacher ask a student how many times of the 
lesson left & she answer about 5 minutes. So teacher decide to close the lesson 
today. 
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FIELD NOTE 3 
 
Code  : Field Note 3 
Title   : Reseacrh Observation 
Informant : Lathifah E. S.Pd 
Place   : X 1 Class  
Time   : October 20, 2016. 07.00 – 08.30 am 
 
 Friday morning. Teacher & researcher heading to the class together. Today 
English course is the first subject. Teacher come in to the class & greet the 
students, then a student come forward to give review to his friends about what 
they learned in the last meeting & lead the pray before learning. It’s casual Friday 
so the students wear t-shirt.  
 First, before teacher start teaching. She return some student’s books who 
done the presentation in the last meeting. The teacher said to student that today 
she would suspend continuing the material about irregular verb & concern to 
continuing student presentation about unforgettable story. Then, teacher offer are 
the student need to use speaker for their presentation, but student refuse it. 
Teacher okay with it, but if there is anyone who speak with low voice, they have 
to repeat their presentation next week. When teacher want to start the 
presentation, suddenly there is condolences announcement come from speaker. 
After the announcement, the teacher order the class treasurer to collect mourn 
money from student. Because the lesson time is short, teacher order to the 
treasurer to collect it quickly to save the time. 
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 Teacher start the presentation, she call students name one by one to 
present their story in front of class. When in front of teacher, she said that her 
story is short, but teacher said it’s ok. After the student finish present her story, 
the teacher giving her some advice & correction to her writing. Before continue 
the presentation, teacher remind the student who already do the presentation last 
meeting to submit their work/paper to her to avoiding misscalling student for 
presentation again. Teacher continue the presentation. A student come to present 
her story, but in the middle of presentation, she looks like forgot her line. 
Soteacher help her by giving clue based on her writing. Then some student come 
forward to present their story well. 
 Ater some students presnt their story, teacher ask which one of their 
friends who present their story with the most clear voice compare to they’re who 
just memorize their text is good to listen their story. And they said that their 
friends Iqbal is the best presenter. Teacher ask why iqbal can speak with clear & 
coherence to students, it is because iqbal writing is coherence so he can told his 
story well. Teacher advice students to concern on their writing composition like 
its S+V+O. Then, the teacher continue the students presentation. A student come 
forward to present her story, but in the middle of his presentation she forget her 
line. Then teacher help her to continue her story by giving clue based on her 
writing. After she finished her story, teacher give her some advice about her 
writing. Then there is a student who present his story, but his story is very short. 
So the teacher giving advice & ask him to correct his writing, then  order him to 
repeat his presentation next week. Before teacher continue the presentation, she 
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ask one student about what story that his friends told just now. She ask him 
because when his friend do presentation. He busy chit-chat with his one desk 
friend, so when teacher ask him, he don’t knoe the answer. Later the teacher give 
them advice to make them more pay attention to their friends. Then she continue 
the presentation again. 
 Afer some student finish do the presentation, teacher decided to stop it 
because their lesson time is nearly over. Then techer ask students who is the best 
presenter for today, its iqbal & fadhila. For next presentation teacher said that they 
would use speaker, beacuse there are some student who present their story with 
low voice. Then she remind that there aresome students who must repeat their 
presentation to get good score. If they felt any difficulties, they can ask help to 
their friends who can present well. Before teacher close the lesson he ask 
tostudent if they had any question. Then, a student come forward to told his 
friends about what they learned today. 
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FIELD NOTE 4 
 
Code  : Field Note 4 
Title   : Reseacrh Observation 
Informant : Dari Wahyuni S.Pd 
Place   : XII IPS 1 Class  
Time   : October 25, 2016. 0830 – 10.00 am 
 
October 23, 2016. 08.30 am. When bell of changing lesson time rang. 
Teacher & researcher heading to the class. After there, some sudennt still busy 
chit-chat with their friends. Teacher came to class & ask researcher to sit  on 
empty chair behind. 
 After greet the students, teacher checking class presence by asking the 
students who absent today. Student answer that there is some students absent 
because participating futsal competition as school representation. After that, there 
is some announcement heard from class speaker for student who participate on 
dance competition to come together. 
 Teacher start lesson by reviewing the last material that they learned in the 
last meeting, it’s about direct & indirect speech. She give students some example 
of direct indirect speech in comment form as review material. After finished 
reviewing, teacher continue teach the next material. It’s about direct indirect 
speech in statement form. Teacher told that the tenses of the main clause will 
affect to the sentence clause. Teacher giving some examples of the sentence on 
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whiteboard to help them understand what teacher mean. She explain the changes 
of the sentence change in the statement form. 
 When the students taking notes the example before, teacher suggest that 
better  for them if she directly give them some exercise to make them understand 
the material quickly, & the students agree with it. Then teacher write some 
sentence on whiteboard. Before students continue do the exercise, tacher remind 
them once again to concern on the sentence tense to know the changes of the 
sentences. 
 After few minutes, teacher ask some students volunteer to answer the 
exercise in front of class. The student’s enthusiasm to come forward is good. 
Some student willingly come fordward to try the answer. After all question were 
answered, teacher invite student discussing the their  asnwer together. When the 
discussion finished, teacher allow student to write down the correct answer before 
moving to the next material. 
Teacher moved to the next material. It’s about direct & indirect speech in 
question form. Teacher told that the formula or the changes of the sentences is 
similiar like 2 types before. Then the teacher ask students what they know about 
”yes/no question” & looks like the student know some thing about it. The teacher 
give example of yes/no question orally to check student understanding. Then 
teacher write more some example of direct indirect sentence on whiteboard & 
explain to student the changes of the sentence components. After discussion 
finished, teacher let the student to write down the example before. And because 
the lesson is nearly over, then the taecher close the lesson that day. 
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FIELD NOTE 5 
 
Code  : Field Note 5 
Title   : Reseacrh Observation 
Informant : Sukatna S.Pd 
Place   : XI IPA 1 Class  
Time   : October 25, 2016. 08.30 – 10.00 am 
 
 October 22, 2016. Researcher following the teacher to the class for 
observation. In the class, first, teacher greet the sudent when entering the class & 
the students answer his greeting. Then the teacher sit on his chair and fill the 
teaching journal. Before start teaching, teacher introduce the researcher & his 
purpose to the students.  
 The teacher start lesson, it’s about conditional sentence. Teacher told that 
in the last meeting they alradylearned until conditional sentence type 2. Then to 
check students memories about the last material, teacher ask them the difference 
between conditional sentence type 1 & type 2. But the students seems don’t 
remember it, so, at last the teacher remind them again about it. And also he told 
the formula of the sentence. 
 Teacher continue moved to the next material, conditional sentence type 3. 
Teacher told that the definition conditional sentence is It is just like dream or 
imaginary or impossible that the condition will be fulfilled because it refers to the 
past. Then the teacher wrote some examples & explain the formula and 
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components of conditional sentence. After about 15 minutes explaining, teacher 
allow the student to write down the material he conveyed just now. 
  After the students finish taking notes, teacher ask them to open their book 
on page 31 and look on task 3. Teacher believe that the students can distinguish 
between conditional sentence type 1, 2, & 3. He said thateasy for them if they just 
change the verb to know the type. The diffucult one is to know the fact or reality 
of the sentence.Then teacher made the question of task 3 as example to know the 
types of the sentence before ask them to searchthe fact or reality af the sentence 
on task 3. And he suggest the student to write their answer on another paper first 
if they felt hesitate with their answer. Then the teacher once again inform the 
student the type of each sentence on task 3 to help them answer the task he gave 
before. 
 The teacher go arround the class to check students work. He find a student 
that just answer the question with the type of it. Then the teacher warn that they 
not just search the type of the sentence but also the fact or reality of the sentence. 
Teacher remind them to use the formula to answer the question they do. Teacher 
find some student felt confused about thetenses of the sentence, so he explain 
once more. He said that they can exchage the tenses of the conditional sentence 
type 3. The teacher felt that the lesson time is nearly over, so he decided to close 
the lesson that day. 
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FIELD NOTE 6 
 
Code  : Field Note 6 
Title   : Reseacrh Observation 
Informant : Lathifah E. S.Pd 
Place   : X 5 Class  
Time   : October 25, 2016. 08.30 – 10.00 am 
 
 Morning, october 25, 2016. Researcher heading to the class with teacher 
for research. The teacher of 10th grade is Ms. Lathifah, She known as on time 
teacher. When she arrived in the class, she see some students chair are empty. She 
greet students then start to pray together before start the lesson. Few moments 
later, there are some students come to class. Ms. Lathifah then order them to 
explain their reason why they coming late to the class. Then, the teacher calling 
some students because it looks like there are some students that joking when they 
praying together. So, the teacher ask what they’re talking about when the other 
pray. Later, the teacher giving advice about the importance of praying together 
before start lesson. 
 Teacher start lesson, but before she start explain. She remind student about 
their task from last meeting & ask them to submit it. But, it looks like that the 
students forget about it, then a students said their excuse. Then the teacher ask 
which group that already finished the task to submit their work, they can simbmit 
it in book or paper. The teacher remind the student that the last activity is they are 
presentatition about biography then giving score & comments about the 
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pesentation, and now, she ask to submit their task. But the students still can’t 
remember the task. So, the teacher giving advice that they had to pay attention & 
understand that given to them. 
 Teacher start to continue the material, she orderthe student to open their 
book on page 5. But before continue it, teacher ask one student to come forward 
to explained or told about what they have learned in the last meeting. Taecher ask 
the tenses on page 5. Then she ask one student on what page that they gonna learn 
because he looks not open his book yet. Then the teacher ask student about the 
material to some student to invite them involved in learning process. One student 
answer the teacher question and the material is about past tense. And then, the 
teacher giving short explanation aboutpast tense. After that, teacher ask student to 
create a short story about their unforgettable moment. Before let students create 
their story, teacher give an example story as theri guidance in writing their story. 
When in the middle of explnation, there is a teacher come to class and ask one 
student to follow him, then the teacher continue explanation. Before teacher order 
the students to make their own story, she want to make collective story. She 
divide student in to some group, first gruop will decide the story, and the next 
group will continue the story, etc. Then the teacher give them 1 minutes to sent 
one of their group member to come forward & write the story. Teacher advice to 
choose story from long time ago, like 1 week, or 1 month ago.  
 After all group finished teh collective story, teacher start discussing their 
story. The teacher suggest them to make the story that they made before as their 
referrence before start write their story. They can make draftt of their story in 
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indonesian first in order to ease them create & organize their story then translate it 
into english. Then teacher order them to start do the task & hope the they can 
finished it today. 
 Teacher go arround class to check student work. Then there is a student 
who used regular verb in her story & she looks confused. So, the teacher told 
about regular & irregular verb if the verb is past tense. About 10 minutes later, 
teacher ask are the studenta already done the task. If they already done, they can 
submit it to her then would present their story in the next meeting. But, it seems 
there are no student done the task. Then teacher keep waiting them to finish their 
story.  
 About 5 minutes later, teacher told that the lesson time is nearly over. So 
the teacher let them finish their story at home, & next meeting they’ll present the 
story they wrote in front of class without their book. Then, before close the lesson, 
teacher ask is there any question from student. 
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TRANSCRIPT 1 
 
Subject  : Bahasa Inggris 
Class    : XI IPA 1 
Topic    : Direct & Indirect Speech 
Teacher  : Dari Wahyuni, S.Pd 
Date    : 17 Oktober 2016 
Time    : 08.30 - 10.00 
 
T  : We have finished discuss it. Yes ? 
S  : Yes 
T : Sudah selesai ya kemarin. Mempelajari kalimat pasif. So today we start 
to discuss new learning material, its about direct & indirect speech. 
T : Sudah saya beri ya kemarin yang fotokopian ? 
S : Belum 
T : Belum ?, tapi sebenarnya itu sudah. Waktu kelas berapa itu ? 
S : 10 
T : Dapet satu-satu. Udah pas ?. Nek ndak cukup yo bilang. 
T : Okay, read the paper for 5 minutes. 
T : We’ll discuss about direct & indirect speech. 
 (about five minutes later) 
T : Ok. Have you finished ?. Sudah selesaimembacanya ? 
S : Not yet. 
T : Not yet. Not yet ki opo to ? 
T : Let’s discuss, yes. Diterangkan ya, susi ? 
S : Yes 
T : jika kamu berasal dari kelas X1, X2, X3. I’m sure I have explained direct 
& indirect speech at completely example. Saya sudah menerangkan di 
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kelas 10 jika kamu berasal dari kelas X1, 2, 3. In terbukti. Alfansa in 
masih punya kopianya,latiannnya, tugasnya. 
T : yang lainnya kemana ini ? 
S : Dah hilang bu. 
T : ok. Let’s discuss direct & indirect speech. Ini hanya mengulang to 
sebenarnya ?  
S : Ya 
T : You can see, in the paper. What is definition of diret speech ?. In 
indonesian it means that “Kalimat langsung”. Jadi direct speech adalah 
kalimat langsung yang diucapkan oleh pembicara, yang biasannya ditulis 
dengan menggunakan tanda petik. Itu yang disebut dengan direct speech. 
T : Can you give me an example in indonesian ?. bisa memberi contoh dalam 
bahasa Indonesia? 
T : “Adit berkata, aku ganteng”. Kemudian si Diah kepo, Adit mau ngomong 
opo to ?. jadi, “Adit berkata.. apa ? bukan “aku” lagi. Tapi apa ? 
S : dia 
T  : “Adit berkata dia ganteng”. Kalo dalam bahasa inggrisnya mudah sekali 
untuk mengganti direct speech menjadi indirect speech. 
T : now we learn how to make direct speech into indirect speech. 
T : “adit says, I’m Handsome” Terus bagaimana mengubahnya menjadi 
indirect speechnya ? 
S : “Adit says that he... 
T : ya. Ini kan pronoun.. jadi apa ? 
S : .... He is handsome”. 
T : Ada perubahan disini ? 
S : Ada 
T : Apanya yang berubah ? 
S : Subjeknya 
T :  Ya, disini “I” berubah jadi ? 
S : “he” 
T : Disini “am” berubah jdi ? 
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S : “is” 
T : Secara tenses apakah berubah ini ? 
S : tidak. 
T : Ya, secara tenses tidak berubah. Tensesnya adalah “present”. Yang 
brubah hanya apanya ? “pronounce”nya. Because this is the first speaker, 
he say “I”. Tapi ini bukan orang pertama lagi, karena akan diterangkan 
oleh orng lain, bukan “I” lagi tapi siapa ? 
S : “He” 
T : And how about if we have sentence like this. “Adit says, I’m handsome”. 
Pay attention to the word “says”. 
T : How the direct speech ? 
S : “Adit says that he was handsome” 
T : Good. That means that you’re understand. Ini mengalami perubahan. 
Mengapa berubah ? 
S : Karena past 
T  Iya. Because tense of the main clause is past tense. Taunya dari mana in 
past tense ? 
S : “he was” 
T : Kalo disini present atau past ? 
S : Present 
T : Tau dari mana ? 
S : Main clause 
T : kalo in present, “clause”nya disini tidak berubah. Tetapi kalo disini past 
tense, anakny akan mengalami perubahan, tidak hanya pada pronouncenya 
saja, tapi juga tenses. Perubahannya selain pronounce, tenses, juga 
adverbia. Adverbia itu opo to ? Adverb ? disitu sudah ada keteranganya. 
S : Keterangan 
T : keterangan bisa 2, apa ? 
S : waktu & tempat 
T : Ini, satu contoh ini sudah bisa dipahami ? 
S : Bisa 
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T : Wes, sudah ada gambaran nggih ? kemudian indirect speech adalah 
kalimat yang tidak langsung yang dikatakan atau diulang lagi, yang 
biasanya ditulis tanpa tanda petik. 
T : Terus, the next ya ?. There is 3 kind of indirect speech. There are 
statement, question, and the last is command. 
T : Kita diskusikan dulu yang the first, about statement. 
T : Bagaimana jika kalimat langsungnya itu berupa statement ?. Nah. Lihat 
disitu, DS berarti direct speech. 
T : “She says to me, I will go to your house” 
T : “I” refers to ? 
S : she 
T : “your” ? 
S : me 
T : So. “she says to me that she will go my house”. “will”nya ada perubahan 
? 
S : tidak 
T : ya, “will”nya tetap karena induk kalimatnya V1, berarti tensesnya apa ? 
S : Present 
T : Ada pertanyaan ? No ? Yes. 
T : Ok. Number 2. “He said to her, you can come here again”. “you” refers 
to ? 
S : Her 
T : Her, dia cewek. Kemudian akan menjadi, “He said to her that she could 
come to there”. Ada perubahan disitu ? 
S : Yes 
T : Ya, ada banyak perubahan disitu. Why ? kenapa itu anak kalimatnya 
berubah disitu ? 
S : Karena past tense 
T : Iya. Because the main clause is past tense. Ya, jelas ? 
S : Ya 
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T : Kalo induk aklimatnya berberbentuk present tense ana kalimatnya tidak 
ada perubahan tenses. Anak kalimat itu yang ada dalam tanda opo ? 
S : Petik 
T : Ya, itu yang disebut anak kalimat atau clause dalam bahasa inggris. 
Perubahannya hanya ada pada pronounce. Pronoynce itu yang mana to? 
S : I, My... 
T  : Dan adverbia, adverbia apa tadi ? 
S : Keterangan 
T : Ya. Bisa keterangan waktu atau tempat. Terus, the next. Kalau induk 
kalimatnay berberntuk past tense anak kalmatnya akan mengalami 
perubahan. 
T : Perlu dicatet ? 
S : Ya 
T : Di sebaliknya aja, diuntel-unteli. 
 (Teacher allow the students to takingnotes the material) 
 (Teacher write some exercise on whiteboard) 
T : Change the direct speech into indirect speech.  
(Students do the exercise) 
T : Ok. Pay attention please. “Alfan says, my sister need new shoes”. Pay 
attention to the main clause. Apa disitu kata kerjanya ? 
S : Says 
T : Yes. So, what is the tenses ? 
S : Present 
T : Ya. Ada perubahan pada anak aklimatnya ? 
S : Tidak 
T : “need” disini tetep ya. In pronounce nya jadi ? Kakaknya Laki-laki ? 
S : His 
T :  is this right ? 
S : Yes 
T : The next, number 2. “alfan Said..”. Pay attention to the word said. 
Tensesnya berarti past tense. So the clause will be change. Ini menjadi 
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“Alfan said that his sister needed new shoes”. Any question ? nomer 1& 
2? Ndak ada ? Ya. 
T : Next, We continue to number 3. “Dina said, “I will meet you at school”. 
“I” disini siapa ? 
S : Dina 
T : “you” disini ? Saya yang diajak ngomong. Dina said that she, ini berarti 
past maka “will”nya manjadi ? 
S : would 
T : Ya. “Meet”nya tetep, perubahannya hanya pada “will”. “you”nya 
menjadi ? 
S : Me. 
T : Ok. Any question ?. Number 4. “adit & diah bilang, kita ke candi sukuh 
setiap minggu” Jadi, “Adit & dina said.., bukan kami lagi tapi apa ? 
mereka. ...they go to sukuh temple every week. 
S : Bu, tanya bu. 
T : Ya 
S : Adit & diah niku diganti they gak boleh bu ? 
T : They said that... gitu ?. kalo disini they, nanti yang disini apa ? merujuk 
ke siapa nanti ? 
T : Terus nomer 5. “Eko & Ayu said, We are smart students” sudah betul ya. 
T : “Candra bilang...” Said berarti past ya. “...dompetku telah hilang..” berati 
disini ada “has”, V berapa disini ? 
S : Tiga 
T : “..... in my journey yesterday”. 
T : Absen berapa ya yang tadi maju ? 
S : 2, 4, 12, 11, 33 
T : Belum selesai ? Masih ditulis ? Ya. 
T : Yang sudah sekarang sementara dibaca dulu, dilompat ke yang C. 
“Perintah”. Bagaimana direct indirect speech itu dalam bentuk perintah. 
T : Have you finished, Hananto ? Desi ?. Udah ? Ya. 
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T : Pay attention to the point C. Diperhatikan pada poin pertama. “He says, 
go away”. Perhatikan, “He says to go away”. Ada penambahan apa disitu ? 
S : To 
T : Kamu perlu menambah “to” dalam bentuk indirect speechnya jika 
kalimat peruntahnya positif. 
T : “The teacher told us, Be silent” Jadi ? “Teacher told us to be silent”. Is it 
easy ? 
S : Yes 
T : Next. How about if the sentence is negative ?. You just need to add “not 
to” 
T : Pay attention to the examples. “The painter says, dont touch this wall”. 
Jadi, “The painter says to us not to touch that wall”. Bulan this tapi 
menjadi apa ? that. 
T : The next. “The police told him, dont stop here”. So, it become “ The 
police told him to not to stop there”. Not here but there. 
T : Udah. Anda lihat pada catatannya.perhatikan. “Tidak seperti pada 
statement & question, walalupun induk klimatnya present atau past. Anak 
akalimatnya tidak menalami perubahan tenses”. Dipahami dulu. Ciri 
kalimat perintah, anak aklimatnya tidak pernah mempuyai subyek. 
T : Terus untuk catatan terakhir. Untuk kalimat perintah yang positif tinggal 
menambahkan kata apa ? 
S : To 
T : Dan jika larangan atau negatif ? 
S : Not to 
T : Ok. Do you need example ? 
S : Yes. 
 (Teacher write examples on whiteboard) 
T : Change the sentence into indirect speech 
T : There are 5 sentences & try to change it to indirect speech. 
T : Ok. Sambil menunggu candra. Diperhatikan nomer 1. Siapa yang tadi 
mengerjakan ? 
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S : Hafiz 
T : Number 1 Is correct ? Yes. 
T :Number 2 ? Correct. Siapa yangmengerjakan ? 
S : Dimas 
T : Terus, the next, number 3. Yang mengerjakan ? 
S : Candra 
T : Nomer 4. Betul ? Ya. 
T : Nomer 5. Siapa ini tadi ? 
S : Bagus 
T : Ini ada pertanyaan bagus. “bu itu yang said atau said itu ndak 
mempengaruhi. Coba lihat catatanmu. 
T : I think its enough because time is up. You can continue to read & study 
how to make indirect in question. And netx Saturday we will discuss it, 
okay ?. Any question ? No ?. Ok, thank you for your attention. See you 
next time. 
S : See You. 
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TRANSCRIPT 2 
Subject  : Bahasa Inggris  
Class    : XI IPA 1  
Topic    : Conditional Sentence 
Teacher  : Sukatna, S.Pd  
Date    : 17 oktober 2016  
Time    : 07.30 – 08.30 
 
 
T : Kemarin pada saat briefing juga rame, anak yang terlambat katanya 
disuruh mengajar, itu ide yang kalo untuk saya ide yang kurang bagus. 
Tapi yang punya ide itu malah pak kurikulum. Yang terlambat suruh 
mengajar, kalo yang terlambat lima orang, pie ?. kalo punya ide ya 
monggolah, tapi kalo dikelas saya no. Makanya kalo orang lain pelajaran 
gak boleh bawa hp saya malah suruh bawa to ?. karena in adalah IT kan, 
jadi diperlukan. 
T : Dah, tak absen dulu. Ada yang ndak masuk hari ini ? 
S : Rukmo 
T : Rukmo.., Rukmo sama Roni dwi ini sudah saya ingat kedua namanya. 
Rukmo apa ini ? A lagi ? 
S : Sakit 
T : Lainnya ? Udah satu tok ? 
T : Kemarin kita sudah mempelajari conditional sentence, sampe tipe berapa 
? 
S : Tiga 
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T : Berarti kita sudah selesai ya conditional. Tipe 3 sudah selesai ya? Gak 
ada masalah ya ? 
S : Gak ada. 
T : Kalo gak ada berarti sudah selesai. Kamu langsung masuk pada task 3, 
udah dicoba ? 
S : belum 
T : Ini gini. Sampai tidak ada yang memliki catatan. Aku ketemu hari 
berikutnya nanti akan saya lihati semua. Khusunya laki-laki, tidak hanya 
kelas in tok ya. Kelas lain juga. Nanti akan saya kontrol catatan kamu 
sampai dimana, kalo nggak lengkap nanti saya suruh keluar nyatat sampai 
selesai. 
T : Kamu lengkap nggak ? 
S : Lengkap 
T : Nggak ! aku ngerti kok. Kamu jangan nipu aku. Goleki sik catetane!. 
wong nggowo we ora kok nggoleki catetan. Ya to ?lah bukune we kleru 
kok, kleru genah wong aku ngerti kok. Anyar og bukune isihan, pie. 
T : Ya, saya besok.., kita ketemu lagi kapan ? 
S : Sabtu 
T : Sama ini, sini ada 2 orang kalo sana ada 4 orang. IPS 2. Itu nanti akan 
saya kontrol, kalo tidak lengkap saya suruh keluar, kalo ndak mau saya 
suruh menghadap ke kepala sekolah bahwa dia ndak mau belajar bahasa 
inggris. 
T : Ini belum ya, yang tipe 3 ? 
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S : Sudah 
T : Tapi ini masih baru bukunya. 
T : Saya berharap, ini juga untuk kamu bukan untuk saya. Kenapa ? saya 
memberikan ilmu itu, apa yang saya punya saya berikn ke kamu. 
T : Yak, comtoh yg tipe 3 sudah ya ? yang belum ya silakan nyatet. Nyateto!. 
Gelem ra gelem yo ngak papa. 
T : Kalo yang sudah nyatet itu langsung aja masuk pada task 3. Silakan anda 
perhatikan. Nomer 1 untuk task 3 itu tipe berapa ?. tipe berapa ?. Kamu 
catetannya dibuka-buka. Ada would+have. 
S : Tipe 3 
T : Yak, tipe 3. Diingat-ingat. Kemudian yang nomer 2, tipe berapa ? Yak ?, 
dilihat catetannya yang saya berikan kemarin. 
S : tipe 1 
T : ya, tipe 1. Ada will nanti sebelahnya 
T : Kemudian yang ketiga. Ada had+not+had.  Tipe 3. 
T : Nomer 4. Ada would+have+been. Karena fired disitu juga kata kerja. 
Tipe berapa ? 
S : Tiga 
T : Tiga. Makanya kalau kamu ndak punya catatan, mau lihat, lihat apa. 
T : Nomer 5. Ada will. Tipe berapa ? 
S : Satu 
T : Nomer 6 ya ? ada had+save ? 
S : Tiga 
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T : Nomer 7. Ada practiced. Tipe berapa ? 
S : dua 
T : Nomer berapa sekarang ?  
S : Delapan 
T : Delapan ya. Would+cost ? 
S : Dua 
T : Nomer 9. Would+explain ? 
S : 2 
T : Nomer 10. Will+come ? 
S : satu 
T : sudah paham ?. kalau sudah tahu nanti anda bisa kerjakan, dengan rumus 
lho ya. Kalau langsung ke kata kerja, salah. Ada yang langsung ke kata 
kerja kalau disitu ada if+subject, masuk kata kerja. 
T : Keudian yang task 4. Perhtikan. Anda pernah tak ajari reality’nya atau 
fact. Nomer satu untuk ini. Kira-kira masuk pada tipe berpa ? 
S : 2 
T : 2, nah dua itu until present. Fact’nya yang seperti kamu tulis. Yang 
punya ya, kalau yg nggak punya ya lihat temennya. 
T : Ini yang baru datang. Besok sabtu catatan akan saya koreksi, kalo ndak 
lengkap akan saya suruh melengkapi. Kalau saya suruh berulang-ulang 
gak lengkap, tak kembalikan ke kepala sekolah. Jadi ini, ilmu yang saya 
punya tak kasihkan ke kamu biar bisa. Kalau kamu aku kasih nggak mau, 
apa boleh buat. Tak kembaikan ke kepala sekolah. 
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T : Nomer 2. Kira-kira masuk pada tipe berapa ? 
S : tiga 
T : Tiga, bagus. Tapi yang tak sush anda memberikan fact’nya ya. 
Reality’nya atau sebenarnya. Kemudian yang number 3 tipe berapa ? 
S : Tiga 
T : Tiga, bagus. Nomer 4 tipe ? 
S : Dua 
T : Dua,bagus. Nomer 5, tipe berapa ? 
S : Dua 
T : Bagus, dua. Udah ya, ketemu semua ya. 
T : Yok, mulai kerjakan. Kalau kamu mau hasil yang bagus, kerjakan dulu 
dikertas, kalau sudah bener baru dipindah. Kalau kamu langsung ke LKS 
kamu, yang saya lihat kemarin itu banyak sekali yang ditipe-x i. Tapi 
kalau kamu yakin itu benar bisa langsung disitu. 
T : Yak, ada yang mau mencarikan. Nggak usah disobek-sobekkertas kamu. 
Wong itu dibukunya dulu, nggak usah disobek. Kalo kamu yakin itu benar 
baru dipidah kesitu. 
T : Ada yang mau ditanyakan ? Factnya kalau disitu positif jadi negatif, kalo 
positif jadi negatif. 
T : Yang IPA 1 ya. Itu bener kabeh. Tapi kok malah saya bingung 
membedakan conditional tipe 1,2,3. Tapi ada yang diatasnya bener semua, 
factnya agak salah. 
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T : Masa ada yang belum paham. Ini kan ada 2 klausa. Rumusannya kan ada 
2 & in termasuk klausa yang pertanma. Kalo disini ada has+v1+O, berarti 
nanti disini anda akan menuliskan ini, berlaku juga sebaliknya. 
T : Dah sampai nomer berapa ? Kamu nggabungo wae ben ra bingung. 
T : Itu rumusnya itu elek tapi juga kanggo lho ya. Jangan peh tulisane elek 
gak mbok kanggokne, jangan. 
T : “did” yang ada di task 4. Ini adalah kata kerja, dari kata “do”, bentuk 
kedua. Bentuk kedua kalau until present itu fact’nya jadi present. Kelingan 
nggak ?. contohnya nomer 1 giut aja. “if we did the homework, miss Ida 
would punish us”. Berarti ini mengerjakan atau tidak ? 
S : Tidak 
T : Bagus, berarti ini tidak mengerjakan. Artinya, kalau dia tidak 
mengerjakan, bu Ida akan menghukumnya. 
T : Lho, nggak ada. “don’t did” itu nggak ada. Ini rumus untuk negative, 
diperhatikan. Yang until present ya. S+do+not+v1. Salahnya dimana ? 
“did”. Harusnya jadi apa ? “don’t” 
T : Coba kamu baca yang jelas. Biar kawan-kawan mendengar. Ya bukan 
soale, jawabanmu aja. 
S : “We don’t do the homwork, so miss Ida punish us” 
T : Aku mau bantu tapi masalahnya banyak yang nggak punya catatan ya. 
Jadi apa yang saya berikan itu harapannya juga ubtuk kamu. Kalau nggak 
punya catatan mau bantu ya nggak mau aku. 
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T : Setiawan kamu besok cari catatan temen-temene lho. Kalau nggak nyari 
tak suruh nyatet. Kalau nggak mau nyatet tak kembaliin ke pak kepala 
sekolah biar diajar pak kepala. Ya pokonya pinjem siapa yang lengkap, 
dicatat, sabtu kita ketemu. Tapi bukan cowok tok, cewek juga banyak. 
T : Kalau ada yang merasa sulit bisa tanya saya. Kalau kamu nggak punya 
catetan ya saya gak mau bantu. Tanya sama yang punya catetan. 
T : Hana ? udah ? 
S : Sudah 
T : Coba sini aku lihat. 
T : Ini yang laki-laki sebelah sana sudah sempurna ya. Soalnya gak ada yang 
tanya saya. Jadi saya yakin kamu sudah benar. Nggak ada yang tanya satu 
pun lho dari tadi. 
T : Masih berapa menit waktunya ? 
S : 5 menit. 
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TRANSCRIPT 3 
Subject  : Bahasa Inggris  
Class    : XI 1  
Topic    : Storytelling 
Teacher  : Lathifah E, S.Pd  
Date    : 21 oktober 2016  
Time    : 07.30 – 08.30 
 
 
 (Teacher comes to class & order a student to come forward) 
S : Assalamualaikum wr. Wb. 
Ss : Walaikumsalam wr. Wb. 
S : Good morning 
Ss : Good morning 
S : How are you ? 
Ss : I’m fine, And you ? 
S : I’m fine too. Thank you. Right here I want to inform you about today 
activity. Today  we will continue about unforgetable story. Before 
we start study, let’s say basmalah together. 
Ss : Bismillahirohmanirrohim 
S : For miss Lathifah, the time is yours. 
T : Ya oke, good. Yak ok. For today, hari ini, I have return some of this 
book. Mbak rini puji lestari, Setyawati, Rini susilowati, mas Riki dwi 
irawan.. 
S : Nggak ada. 
T : Miss ? Kemana ? 
S : Nggak masuk bu. 
T : Yak, for this ocassion we don’t learn the irregular verb ya. Irregular 
verbnya kita tunda dulu hari ini. Because we have one hour time. Its only 
30 minutes. So we concentrate on your retelling story. Iki perlu speaker 
opo berbicara langsung ? 
S : Mboten ! 
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T : Halo ?! 
S : Hai 
T : This is for this day. Kalo kita lihat hari ini masih ada yang low voice, 
yang suaranya masih rendah, nggak terdengar. For next week lagi nggih. 
Ok, to save our time.., Halo ?! 
S : Hai 
T : Buat temen-temen... 
 (Suddenly there is a condolene announcement from class speaker & ask 
them to collect mourn donation) 
T : Halo-halo ?! 
S : Hai 
T : Yang mau ngasih bunga tabur, dikasihkan saja nggak usah sama suara. 
To save our time, untuk menyingkat waktu, langsung presentasi didepan, 
nanti langsung dihitung, terus langsung diserahkan ya mbak ya. 
S : Nopo bu ? 
T : Langsung dihitung, langsung diserahkan. 
T : Mbak novia. 
S : Lha sedikit banget itu bu. 
T : Nggak apa-apa. 
 (Then the student present her story) 
T : Yesterday, for you who have present here. Yang sudah presentasi 
didepan kemarin yang belum ngumpulin, tolong segera dikumpulkn ke 
meja saya. Biar tidak salah panggil lagi mggih. Ok, the next, mbak 
Muslimaini. 
 (The students present her story)  
T : What kind of your object ? jenis sportnya apa saja ? 
T : Susi Pujiastuti 
 (Student tell her story in front of class) 
T : Yok next. Mas iqbal. 
 (The student tell his past experience in front of class) 
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T : Ya, oke coba. Dari temen-temen yang presentasi tadi, yang jelas suaranya 
dengan yang hanya sekedar menghafal enakan yang mana tadi ? dari yang 
tiga. Mbak noviani, muslimaini, sama mas iqbal ? 
S : Lha mbak susi bu ? 
T : oh iya. Kelalen ya, maaf. Mbak susi, novia, muslimaini, sma mas iqbal. 
Yang kira-kira bisa diphamani yang mana ? 
S : Iqbal 
T : iya, mas iqbal. Kenapa kok mas iqbal bisa ngomong dengan runtut ? 
S : Karena suaranya jelas 
T : oh, karena suaranya jelas. Lha mas iqbal sendiri tanya, kok bisa njenegan 
bisa cerita dengan baik kenapa mas ? 
S : Diapalne.. 
T : Diapalne. Yang jelas penulisannya nggih. Kalau nulisnya runtut seperti 
yang saya contohkan kemarin, mboten mbolak-mbalik, gampang ngapalke. 
Jadi, sya minta tolong untuk temen-temen yang belum maju. You have try 
to ook about your writing. SVOnya, subject, verb & objectnya abda 
perhatikan itu. Oke kita lanjutkan, we continue. Mbak Maila. 
S : When I was atau was I, bu ? 
T : Last year boleh. 
 (the student start present her story) 
S : Lupa bu. 
T : You have join...., Apa itu ? ikut apa ini ? 
S : Ikut apa nopo bu ? 
T : kegiatannya ikut apa ? 
 (Students continue her story after she forget some lines) 
T : What did you get ? Dapet pelajaran apa disitu ? 
T : Mas Ilham. 
 (Students tell his story, but its very short) 
T : Ok, attention please. Iya ndak papa. Nanti mas ilham maju lagi nggih. 
S : Nggih. 
T : Mbak Lisa. Yak , ok. Attention to mbak Lisa nggih. 
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 (The students start prsent her story) 
T : Halo ?! 
S : Hai 
T : Coba perhatikan dulu nggih. 
T : After you visit your friends ? 
T : Khoirunisa. 
 (The students tell her stiry in front of class) 
 
T : Yok, mas Haris. 
 (The student start telling his story) 
T : Before we continue, sebelum saya lanjutkan. Asik sekali ya ceritanya 
mas haris. Sampai ada beautiful woman. Mas ardi, itu tadi ceritane pripun 
? kata yang tertangkap hanya beautiful women atau apa saja ? 
S : beautiful women saja. 
T  oh, nggih. Palingg ngaak kita juga seperti itu, mendengar sesuatu hanya 
separo-separo. Nah, to make you curious about the meaning, you must 
give attention. Jadi biar nggak penasaran sama artinya nopo, njenengan 
perhatikan dengan baik. Bukan hanya beautiful womennya aja nggih. 
T : Next one, we continue. Mbak Fitri suryani. 
 (The student start her presentation) 
T : Ok, before we continue. Attemtion please. Mbak Lydia. Yak, masih 2 
orang lagi. 
 (The student start present her story) 
T : oke. Terakhir mbak fadhila nggih. 
 (the last student come forward to do presentation) 
T : give attention for this ocassion nggih. Oke, coba perhatikan dulu, hari ini 
tadi untuk the best presenter siapa ? 
S : Iqbal.. Dan Fadhila 
T : Ya, the first is mas iqbal & the secaond is mbak fadhila. Kira-kira apa sih 
resepnya kok bisa menulis dengan baik ?  
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T : For the last. Yang terakhir, nanti saya terpaksanya nggih, membawa 
speaker. Tp hari ini lumayan, ada yg beasr ada yang kecil suaranya. Ada 2 
teman kalian yang harus mengulang, yang saya beritahu tadi. Mau tak 
umunkan atau tak tempel di papan klas mas ? 
S : diumumkan aja bu. 
T :ya, nggih. Mas Wahyu & mbak khoirunisa, nggih. Sekali lagi, tolong 
dibuat yang agak panjang. Akalu yang kaya tadi kelasnya kayak sebelum 
smp. Jadi nanti saya minta untuk nulis lagi, jangan mutung. Bisa minta 
tolong sama mas iqbal, mas fadli, mas hendra, nggih. Untuk presentasi ki 
ceritane pie, apike opo. Mungkin bisa saling memberi masukan nggih. 
Njenengan buat aja walaupun bukan pengalaman pribadi sendiri nggih. 
T : Ini nanti tolong diperbaiki lagi kedepannya. For this ocassion, is there ny 
ocassion before I close the lesson. And for this day, here our activity this 
morning. Yak, silakan. 
S : Assalamualaikum wr. wb. 
Ss : walaikumsalam wr. wb. 
S : Good morning my friend. 
Ss : Good morning. 
S : Today we have study continue about unforgettable experience. Now is 
time to over, let’s say hamdalah together. 
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TRANSCRIPT 4 
Subject  : Bahasa Inggris  
Class    : XII IPS 1  
Topic    : Direct & Indirect Speech 
Teacher  : Dari Wahyuni, S.Pd  
Date    : 19 oktober 2016  
Time    : 07.30 – 08.30 
 
 
T : Is there absent today ? 
S : Haris 
T : Why ? 
S :Futsal Competition 
T : join futsal competition ? great. 
 (There is announcement from class speaker) 
T : Ok. Yesterday we have discussed about direct & indirect speech, ya. 
Terakhir kemarin kita direct indirect speech ya. Kalimat langsung tak 
langsung. 
S : Ya. 
T : How many types ?. Ada berapa tipe disitu ? 
S : Tiga 
T : Tiga ya ? 
S : Ya 
T : There are statement, apa lagi ? 
S : Question & command. 
T : Yak, the last is command. Which is we have discuss. Mana yang sudah 
kita bahas kemarin ? 
S : Command. 
T : Ya. Yang command sudah nggih. 
S : Ya 
T : About change direct speech into indirect speech. Bagaimana mengubah 
kalimat langsung menjadi tidak langsung dalam bentuk perintah, kemarin 
sudah nggih. 
S : Ya. 
T : Bagaimana perintahnya jika nomer pertama “She’s go away”. So ? “He 
says to go away”. So you just need to add “To”.  
T : Next, second example. “The teacher told, Be silent”. So ? 
S : “The teacher told us to be silent” 
T : And if the command is negative, you need to add “not to”. Gitu to ? 
S : Ya. 
T : Jika bentuk perintahnya negatif, maka disitu anda tinggal menambahkan 
“Not To”. Contoh, “The teacher says, don’t smoke here”. So the indirect 
form is ? 
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S : “The teacher says not to smoke there” 
T : “Here” changed to be “there”. Jangan merokok disini menjadi jangan 
merokok disana. 
T : “She said, Don”t Touch me”. So ? 
S : “She says not to touch her” 
T : The pronoun is change become “Her”. Kok bisa ?. Kalo ini “me”, 
because she said. Dia yang ngomong, ya to ?. kemudian ini berubah 
menjadi “her” karena bukan dia lagi ynag ngomong, tapi siapa ?, orang 
lain. Maybe any question about command ? 
S : No, bu. 
T : Ya, tidak ada ya. Because it is easy. The next, statement ya. Pernyataan, 
ini yang bikin kamu bingung ya. Karena ada bentuk perubahan, gitu to ? 
S : Ya. 
T : Berubah jika apa ? Hayo berubah jika apa ? Do you still remember ?. 
dilihat, dilihat pada catatannya. Ada catatanta disitu ? 
S : Ya 
T : Kalo induk kalimat berbentuk present tense, anak kalimatnya tidak ada 
perubahan tenses. Perubahan hanya pada pronounce & adverbia. Terus, 
kalo ada induk kalimatnya berbentuk past, maka anak kalimatnya akan ada 
perubahan. Naik satu tingkat. Jika dia present maka jadi past. Jika dia 
present maka jadi past. Dah jelas belum ? 
S : Belum. 
T : Disini nanti, kalo disini present, maka disini tidak akan mengalami 
perubahan. Tensesnya lho ya maksudnya. Kalau pronounya tetap 
mengalami perubahan, pronoun & adverbia. Maka disini akan jadi 
bagaimana ? 
S : “He said that he is sleepy” 
T : Berubah ndak itu ? 
S : berubah. 
T : Contoh lain, ketoke mudeng. “She said, I am went to solo yesterday. So 
the indirect speech ? 
S : “She had been went to solo the day before” 
T : Sampai sini ada pertanyaan ? 
S : No 
T : Mau dicatet ini ? 
S : Yes. 
T : Yang sebelah kiri itu kan sudah kemarin, nah yang sebelah kanan itu 
yang perlu ditambahkan. 
T : Mungkin akan lebih jelas jika langsung ke contoh soal, mungkin lho, ya ? 
daripada hanya bertanya-tanya, membayangkan, langsun ke soal. 
T : If you finish taking notes, please do the task. Silakan dikerjakan tugas ini 
kalau catetannya disana sudah selesai. Berarti ini perintahnya, make the 
sentences into indirect speech. Perhatikan pada bentuk ininya (Verb) 
nggih. Present atau past. 
S : Ya 
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T : Kemudian akalu dia Past harus berhati-hati dengan apa ? perubahan 
tensesnya. Nomer 1 berubah ndak nanti ? 
S : Ndak. 
T : yak, silakan dikerjakan. 
T : Who wanna try number 1 up to number 6 ? You can choose which 
number you want. 
T : Who wanna try the next number ? 
T : Who wanna try number 1 ?. Rosiana ? Ya. 
T : Ok, let’s discuss the answer. Marikita diskusikan jawabannya. Nomer 1, 
V berapa ini ? 
S : V2 
T : Jadi anak kalimatnya mengalami oerubahan atau tidak ? 
S : Mengalami 
T : Mengalami, karena main clause’nya past, begitu to ? 
S : Ya. 
T : So the indirect sentencenya, ya. Disini “Dina berkata bahwa..., bukan 
saudaraku lagi tapi ? 
S : Saudaranya 
T : Saudara dia atau saudaranya peremouan to pastinya. Then, “... her sister”. 
Dari bentuk ke berapa ini ? 
S : V1 
T : V1 maka dia kan manjadi v berapa ? 
S : V2 
T : Dah betulkan ini ? Salah to ? it is true or false ? 
S : False 
T : Ya, false. In tidak berubah to. Lha ini jadi v2. This is irregular verb. Kata 
lerja tak beraturan. Nomer satu tadi ? 
S : Rosiana 
T : Ya, Rosiana. Ini berubah jadi verb 2. Ya, rosiana nomer berapa ros ? 
S : 19 
T : Next number 2. “Lina said, I came to slank concert last week”. Tenses 
apa induk kalimatnya ? 
S : Past 
T : Maka disini menjadi, dari bentuk past akan manjadi past perfect, 
had+V3. Come, came, come. Bu kok ndak beubah itu ?. bentuk pertama 
dan ketiganya sama. “She had come to slank concert the previous week”. 
Is it right ? last week berubah manjadi previous week ? 
S : Iya 
T : perubahan waktunya nggih. Jadi seperti itu. Who have done number 2 ? 
Ratna yuli. 
T : Number 3. “Dina & anna say, we will go to jogja tomorow”. Yak “say”, 
what is the verb ? 
S : verb 1 
T : Ya, verb 1. So, apakah mengalami perubahan pada bentuk clausenya ? 
S : Tidak 
T : Tidak, berarti nanti “will”nya tetap ya. Hanya perubahannya pada apa ? 
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S : We 
T : Pronoun + Adverbia. Maka disini menjadi “Dina & anna say that 
they....”, kenapa ini bisa jadi they ? 
S : Karena dina & anna 
T : “.... will go to jogja the day before”. Udah betul ini ? Is it right ? moner 3, 
siapa tadi ? 
S : Fandi 
T : Oh, fandi. Absen berapa fan ? 
S : 33 
S : Bu guru, niku nopo mboten the day after ? 
T : Disitu. Lha disitu opo ? 
S : The day after 
T : Yo 
T : Next number 4. “Kelly said, my pursue has lost in my journey”. 
Pronounce my change to be “her”.ini my karena yang ngomong kelly. 
Bahwa dompet dia, dia siapa ? 
S : Kelly 
T : Yak, dari present perfect tense akan menjadi past perfect tense. “has” 
berubah jadi “had”. Ini tetep V3. Perubahannya hanya disini menjadi had 
been. Terus “in”, is it right ? “my journey” berubah manjadi “her journey”. 
Yak number 4, siapa tadi yang mengerjakan ? 
S : Cyntia. 
T : The next number 5. What is the tense ? 
S : Present 
T : Tidak memgalami perubahan. Yak, dwi sumarsih nomer : 
S : 22 
T : The last Number, number 6. “Maria & anto said,...”. give attention to the 
word said. “.... we have been in this resort for a week”. Berarti ini 
tensesnya adalah apa ? present perfect tense. Maka akan berubah menjadi 
past perfect tense. Maka disini akan menjadi “Maria & anto said that...” 
“we” change to be apa ini ? berubah menjadi “they”. Bukan akmi lagi tapi 
siapa, mereka. Have jadi had. Been’nya tetap. Bukan this resort tapi that 
resort. Is right ?  whodone number 6 ? 
S : Desti 
T : Ya, bisa ditulis. 
T : ok. Have you finished ?? 
S : not yet. 
T : If you have finished. I will continue to the next section. 
T : Jadi semua peraturannya seperti dalam kalimat statement. Jika induknya 
berbentuk present, maka anak kalimatnya tidak akan ada perubahan tenses. 
Dan kalau induknya itu past tense, maka anak kalimatnya akan ada 
perubahan tenses. Lha, anak kalimatnya tidak boleh berbentuk pertanyaan 
lagi, tetapi harus nerbentuk apa ? pernyataan. Caranya bagaimana, dengan 
tanpa tanda tanya, tanpa tanda petik, dengan menjadi bentuk barunya 
seperti yang ada di dalam catatannya disitu. Ada ditambah dengan, if atau 
wether jika pertanyaanya apa ? 
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S : Yes no question 
T Yes no question. If yes no question you need to add “if or wether”. But if 
you use 5w+1h, maka akan menjadi apa ? Subject, predikat. Kata tanyanya 
tadi, 5w+1h tadi diikuti subjek & predikat. Dari catetan itu sudah bisa 
dipahami belum ? 
S : sedikit 
T : Maksudnya bagaimana bu ? saya tanya dulu yes no question itu yang 
bagaimana ? 
S : Pertanyaan yg jawabannya yes or no bu. 
T : Oh iya. How can you decide that the answer is yes or no ? dilihatnya dari 
apanya ? 
S : Kata tanyanya. 
T : Ya, jika kata tanyanya apa ? 
S : Do 
T : Ya, Do. Does, what else ? how about is, am, are ? 
S : to be 
T : Iya, to be. Jika ada tobe apakah jawabannya yes or no ? 
S : Iya. 
T : Are you handsome ? 
S : Yes 
T : Is he tall ? 
S : Yes 
T : Yes, he is. Apakah dia tinggi ? iya. 
T : Are you cold today ? 
S : No 
T : No, I am. Did you study last night ? 
S : No 
T : No, I didn’t. Have you eaten this morning ? 
S : Yes. 
T : Yes, I have atau No, I haven’t. Gitu toh ? 
S : Ya 
T : Ya, itu jawabannya yes or no. Can you swim ? 
S : No 
T : No, I Can’t 
T : Yes no question dah jelas belum ? sudah paham ya, yes no question itu 
diawali dengan itu tadi. Tobe, auxiliary verb, modal, Dsb. Bagaimana 
perubahannya dilihat disitu. Bagaimana kalau dia dengan menggunakan 
question “He asked her, Do you want me to sing ?” 
S : No. 
T : maka disini akan menjadi “He ask her...” diperhatikan dulu ini brntuk 
keberapa ? 
S : 1 
T : Jadi induknya berubah atau tidak nanti ? 
S : Tidak 
T : Tidak mengalami perubahan. Jadi nanti disini harus ditambah dengan apa 
dulu ? 
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S : if atau wether 
T : “... Wether she want we to sing”. Any question ?. “do”nya kok hilang bu 
? Iya, ada statement apa tadi ?. pertanyaan harus diubah menjadi 
pertanyaan. Maka ini haru dihilangkan. “You”nya ini siapa ? 
S : She 
T : Dia perempuan. Terus “me”nya ini siapa ? 
S : He 
T : Dia laki-laki. Saya kasih contoh yang lain. How about the indirect speech 
? 
S : “He ask to me if I can swim” 
T : Terus, bisa memberi contoh lain yok, mungkin. Can you give example 
yes or no question ? Fandi maybe ? 
S : “Kelly ask me, did your son take my pursue ?” 
T : Kelly bertanya kepadaku apakah anakmu mengambil dompetku ?. 
menuduh seseorang ini. Ini v2. So the clause will change. Jadi “Kelly ask 
me if my son had taken her pursue”. Gitu fandi ? 
S : Ya 
T : satu-satunya yang ingat past participle dari take cuma Devi, yang lainnya 
diem aja. Dah, ini waktunya juga hampir habis. Pelajaran kita sudahi 
sampai disini, ya.  
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TRANSCRIPT 5 
Subject  : Bahasa Inggris  
Class    : XI IPA 1  
Topic    : Conditional Sentence 
Teacher  : Sukatna, S.Pd  
Date    : 23 oktober 2016  
Time    : 08.30 – 10.00 
 
 
T : Kemudian untuk mengawali ini, sudah saya siapkan. Kemrin kita belajar 
sampai conditional tipe ? tipe 2 ya ? 
S : Ya 
T : Ya, tipe 2 mungkin anda sudah tahu perbedaanya. I think you diferentiate 
between conditional type 1 & type 2 ya. Bisa  bedakan tipe 1 & tipe 2 ? 
S : Belum 
T : Mosok belum ?!. tipe 1 itu masih possibility, bisa terjadi, atau 
kemungkinan. Kemudian kalo yang tipe kedua, until present. Atau dalam 
hal ini just your.. hanya membuat kita terlambat saja. Kemudian 
rumusannya,kalo yang pertama adalah if kemudian subject, verb 1,object. 
Kemudian yang kausa kedua. Subject + will + v1 + object. Itulah ada 
kemungkinan terjadi, dalam hal ini possibility. Kemudian kalo yang tipe 2, 
menggunakan past fomr atau lampau. Lampau itu sudah too late, apa itu ? 
S : Terlambat 
T : Contohnya udah tak kasih kemarin ya ? 
S : Ya 
T : Udah bisa buat fact ya ? oke kita lanjut. Kita masuk ke tipe 3. Dalam hal 
ini dibuku kamu ada until past ya ? until past itu, just you had dreaming. 
Its impossible to realise. Imaginary. Bayangan tok, gak mungkin akan 
terjadi atau terlaksana. Artinya ini adalah imajinasi tok, khayal. If + S 
+had + v3 +O. Jadi ini adalah past perfect, conditionalnya adalah tipe 3 
until past. Kalo yang tipe 2 until present. Kalo yang ini until past yang 
digunakan dalam bentuk past perfect, sama juga dibalik, sama. Ini sudah 
paling bagus ya ?. S + Would + Have..., nanti kamu jangan bilang lho, kok 
disini ada give pak ?. Ya kalo give atau gave itu bukan kata kerja. 
T : Nah, ini adalah bentuk past perfect. Past perfect itu kan udah terjadi 
sebelum kejadian berikutnya datang. Kalau disini, past perfect future, 
sama kalau diboak-balik. Contoh, pernah nggak kamu ketemu had bareng. 
Had in adalah yang ini, had ini berasal dari..., tak ganti waelah daripada 
kamu bingung. Tapi nggak bingung ya tetep aja. Ini ya dari have, had, has. 
Nah karena ini v3 yang digunakan yang ini, paham ? 
S : Paham 
T : Ya, ngko tak kasih contoh yang lain. Ya, coba perhatikan disini ada “jika 
dia memiliki uang, dia akan memberikan kepadamu”. Ini adalah just your 
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imaginary. Nggak mungkin dulu-dulu nduwe duit gak bakalan dia bilang 
jika. I had have money,  berarti he have richman. Kalau aku punya uang 
berarti aku orang kaya. Kalau ini melarat malahan. Artinya nggak punya. 
Ini ada kalimat yang diawali dengan if . kemarin masih ingat if itu adalah 
umpama, jika, jikalau, seandainya. “She didn’t have money, so she did not 
give. Gini aja biar simpel biar kamu nggak bingung. Dia tidak memiliki 
uang..., tapi lama ya, dulu ya, dia nggak punya itu dah lewat ya. Did itu aa 
auxiliary untuk past tense. She didn’t have money, so she didn’t give you. 
Atau ulang dari sini. Artinya dia tidak memberi kamu uang, karena dia 
tidak punya uang. Nah, ini betuk until past, maksudnya ini udah lama. 
Kakaluyang kemarin contohnya seperti ini ya. If she had money..., kemarin 
tak beri contoh ini nggak ? 
S : tidak 
T : Sudah tak kasih ya. She would give to you. nah, bedanya kalau disini, ini 
satu tok. Ini beda dengan ini lho ya. Ini artinya memeliki atau mempunyai. 
Bisa paham?. Kalau ini dengan ini sama. Tapi ini dengan ini beda. Kalau 
ini, berasal dari rumus. Berarti kalau ini bentuk tipe berapa ? 
S : Tiga 
T : No, tipe 2. Coba in fact’nya. Jadi She does.., nggonamu opo to ?. She 
doesn’t have money, so..., kalau ini jadinya apa ? She doesnn’t give you. 
kemarin contohnya apa ? She draw ?. ini ya, if you studied...,  gitu ya ? 
coba nanti kamu lihat. Ini adalah andai, jika. Jika kau belajar giat, kau 
akan lulus ujian”. Nah, ini sama ini podo kata kerja. kata kerja ke ? 
S : kedua 
T : Jadinya aapa kemarin ?. you don’t... dan lain-lain gitu ya. Bedanya disini. 
Coba, ini tadi apa ini. Coba tak kasih contoh yang baru. If I had come 
home, I would have visited you. Kira-kira aku sudah sampai dirumah 
belum ? 
S : Belum 
T : Maka fact’nya, I did not come home..., kan impossible wong aku ndak 
pulang kok. ...So I didn’t visit you. berarti kan impossinle to realise ya. I 
live far from here. Jika aku pulang aku akan mengunjungimu. Nah, ini 
dalah impossible to realise. Fact’nya yang penting disini ada tipe 2 & tipe 
3. Kalau ya namanya possible bisa fact ya. Fact’nya apa ini ? Yok,  I do 
not..., ah pie to. Nah ini ya, faktanya aku nggak pulang, maka aku nggak 
bisa mengunjungimu. Akalu yang ketiga udah ada. Wis, mau ditulis boleh, 
nggak juga nggak papa. Nek bingung ngomong. 
T : Finished ?. Ok ya. Please look at page 31. Kita langsung masuk pada 
latihan ya. Task 3. Ya, saya yakin anda sudah bisa bedakan tipe 1, tipe 2, 
tipe 3 ya. Kalau anda Cuma mengubah dari kata kerja, its very easy ya. 
Kalau tahu tipenya. Yang agak susah you make fact or reality of the 
sentence. tapi saya yakin, I know that you understand. Contoh nomer 1 ya 
task 3. Number 1 itu, what the kind of type ? tipe keberapa ? 
S : Ketiga 
T : Bagus,pinter. Yang terakhir, number 10 ? 
S : satu 
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T : Yes. Berarti sudah bisa semua. Nah bawahnya aku tanya,  if we did the 
homework.  Kira-kira tipe berapa ? 
S : Dua 
T : Oke, tipe 2. Berarti abda buat fact lho ya. Yang number 5 kira-kira tipe 
berapa ? 
S : Dua 
T : 2, nah sudah ketemu. Silahkan di try to write. Ya kalau anda masih ragu 
ya boleh lah dikertas dulu, nggak langsung disini. 
T : Ya tak kasih tahu. Nomer 1 tipe 2, nomer 2 tipe 3, nomer 3 tipe 3, nomer 
4 tipe 1, nomer 5 tipe 2. Tinggal kasih fact’nya. 
T : Ini tidak nyuruh nyari tipe tok lho. . kamu nggak ngasihkata kerja tok, v1, 
v2. Ya tak kasih tahu kalau tipe 1 itu tipe 3. Yang task 3 nomer 1 itu tipe 
berapa ? 
S : Tiga 
T : Tiga. Yang tipe 2 itu yang nomer satunya task 4. Dah, nggak bingung 
lagi ? 
S : Nggak 
T : Nomer 2 yang task 3 itu tipe berapa ?  
T : Jadi kerjaanya rumusnya pake ini itu ada manfaatnya lho ya. Ngko 
ndaraki tulisan nggak ada gunanya. Lha aku nulis rumus ngoyo-ngoyo ra 
ono gunane ngko. 
T : Dah selesai ? 
S : Belum. 
T : Ini yang conditional. Ini realitynya 
T : Ini dah selesai, dah ahbis kayaknya waktunya ya. Dah ya, 
wasalamualaikum. 
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TRANSCRIPT 6 
Subject  : Bahasa Inggris  
Class    : X 5  
Topic    : Storytelling 
Teacher  : Latifah E. S.Pd  
Date    : 24 October 2016  
Time    : 07.00 – 08.30 
 
 
T : Kita lanjutkan for the next, before we continue about our activity today. 
You have task in the last meeting, untuk tugas yang kemarin opo ? 
S : Menilai 
T : Ok, collect it. Silakan dikumpulkan dulu. Kemarin. Hari selasa, hayo lali 
meneh. 
S : Lha teng ngarep cepet eram niko og bu. 
T : Oh gitu. Ya minimal tugase njenengan sendiri mana ? 
S : Sak kelompok satu bu ? 
T : Iya, satu kelompok satu. Udah belum ?. ok, coba ini kelompok mana 
yang sudah selesai ? boleh dalam buku boleh dalam sobekan, silakan 
dikasihkan kedepan dulu. 
T : Ok. The last activity you have to present about, kemarin kitan njenengan 
presentasi tentang apa itu ?. Biografi. Setelah biografi saya memberi tugas 
nopo ? 
S : Menilai presentasi 
T : Ya, menilai presentasi. Setelah itu ? 
S : Memberikan pendapat. 
T : Memberikan pendapat. Itu sudah otomatis ditulis to nggih saat kemarin. 
Nah, sekarang saya minta. Ya misalnya kalo njenengan tidak ngerti 
bahasanya ya ditulis tidak paham. 
T : Yang sudah buat untuk penilaiannya, oke. Untuk yang kemarin untuk 
hasil diskusinya ?. itu lho yang kamu maju kedepan, mudeng ? itu kan 
sudah maju to ? 
S : Ya 
T : Majunya kan nggak sepaket berapa lembar itu kan ngakk mbok 
sampaikan semuanya to ? terus drangkum kan itu ? nah, rangkumannya itu 
ditulis mboten ? 
S : Mboten 
T : Lha terus ngapain ? 
S : Berlatih mengemukakan pendapat 
T : Oh mengemukakan pendapat. Sudah ? 
S : Belum 
T : Ya, itu nggih. Ini saya sudah percaya sama X5 malah jadi hopeless lagi. 
Nah ini nggih saya minta tolong ketika ada tugas, kalian punya potensi 
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belajar bahasa lebih baik lagi. Seperti kemarin disini perhatian ke temen 
bagus. Yang lain ndak pati, cuman mboh bentuke koyo opo mudeng 
ramudeng pokoke nggatekne. Itu sudah satu poin. Yang secondly, you 
must understood about yaour task ya. Njenengan coba untuk paham, must 
undrstand about what you must do, kira-kira apa yang ahrus saya lakukan. 
Kok kemarin suruh ngomentari, komentarnya lisan atau tulisan bu ? kalo 
njenengan duduk kan otomatis merangkum semua nggakmungkin akan 
ingat akalu lisan. Ya, coba untuk tugas ini kita lewat aja, nggak masalah. 
Tapi saya minta tolong untuk kedepannya, If there is task, every task. You 
just ask the directon if you don’t understand. Kiar-kira ada perintah yang 
tidak dipahami silakan tanya. Kemarin ketoke saya yakin njenegan, ya bu 
paham, siap. Saya minta tolong untuk kedepannya jangan diulan lagi. 
T : Ok. For today we continue about our material.open your module, your 
english book. On page 5. Oh iya, Sebelum kita lanjutkan, lupa sampekan, 
ayo mbak. 
S : Good morning friends. 
Ss : Morning 
S : How are you today ? 
Ss : We are fine, and you ? 
S : I’m fine. Today we will study english, before we study let’s say 
basmalah together. 
Ss : Bismilllahirohmanirrohim 
S : I’m here to remember the last material, it was biography test. Now its 
time to study. Miss Latifah the time is yours. 
T : Ok thank you mbak nanda nggih. On page 5, coba dipirsani dulu. Masih 
ingat tenses apa itu ? halaman berapa mas dimas ? 
S : apa bu ? 
T : Halaman berapa  yang mau kita pelajari ? hayo, kita mau belajar 
startingnya halaman berapa ? page 5 ya. On page 5. Coba buka bukunya 
dulu lha masih ditutup rapat nggih. Halaman 5, its about, kira-kira tentang 
apa ya mas dimas ? 
S : Simple past tense 
T : Simple past tense itu apa sih mbak ninik ? kita Cuma revise aja about the 
last explanation. Itu ada kan disitu ?. Monggo mas dika, kira-kira mas dika 
mungkin sudah siap belajar. Apa itu simple past ? halaman 5 nggih 
S : simple past tense used to explain past action 
T : Iya. Past action. Past action itu apa ?. Action, aktivitas. Yang past, yang 
sudah lewat. Seperti kemarin aklian mencoba menyampaikan tentang 
biografi. Biografi itu berarti orangnya sudah melakukan semuannya. And 
now, we just try to create. Kalau kemarin njenengan coba mbaca-mbaca 
mempresentasikan. Sekarang coba untuk membuat, I ask you to create. 
You see on page 5. Nanti saya akan minta beberapa orang kedepan dulu 
nggih. Itu bergantung sama kalian untuk membuat kalimat yang saya 
maksudkan. Terus apa yang akan kita lakukan ? its about aou past activity. 
So I want you to create about past experience. maybe you have one 
unforgettable experiance. Mungkin nanti kalian punya satu pengalaman 
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pribadi yang tidak bisa dilupakan. Selama ini lho nggih, bukan ang nanti-
nanti. Maybe you can just to create in written, nanti dalam bentuk tulis 
dulu. Kalu ini pakemnya kita harus bisa menulis terlebih dahulu. Setelah 
njenengan menulis nanti presentasi lagi. I want you to be able both skills. 
Paling nggak menulis bisa. Membaca saya aykin 100% you are able. Nanti 
ngak usah banyak-banyak nggih, at least you can memorize yourself. 
Mungkin paling nggak bisa dihafal kedepan abaout ten lines. 
T : Kita coba dulu, What You must do. Ketika kita mengingat, recount dulu 
nggih. Kalau mengingat suatu pengalaman pribadi berarti mengingat masa 
lampau mengingat sesuatu yang  telah terjadi kapan. Kapan kejadiannya. 
Nah, ini anti kita akanmencoba terlebih dahulu, one by one. Satu 
kelompok dari selatan geser satu, ini yang kedua, tiga, empat. Satu orang 
membuat satu ide cerita. Ini saya hanya memberikan contoh. Nanti 
kelompok dari utara memberikan timing nggih. Waktunya kapan. Terus 
dilanjutkan yang disini, tokohnya siapa, sedangmelakukan apa. Nanti 
habis itu njenengan membuat sendiri.biar ada gambaran ya. Jadi nanti 
ketika anda membuat experience, itu waktunya, ada tokohnya terus 
kemudian apa yang sedang kalian lakukan itu disampaikan disini. The last, 
nanti untuk penutupannya, untuk bagian terakhir, What did you fell about 
this story. Coba satu menit untuk masing-masing mengirim bala utusane 
kedepan untuk write down, nggih. 
T : Kalau kejadiane baru kemarin ya wajar kalau nggak lupa nggih. Kalau 
bisa kan akayak mas niko tadi, 3 bulan. At least satu minggu yang lalu lah. 
Jadi tidak baru kemarin. Paling bagus berapa tahun yang lalu.itu benar-
benar unforgettable. 
T : Ok, the next goup. 
T : Ok, udah. Dilihat dulu dengan baik. I did.. oke njenengan  sudah 
melakukan denga baik. Pertama ada subyeknya orang terus menggunakan 
kata kerja bentuk ke 2. Ya, dikeep nggih. Njenegan selalu mengingat about 
past action, we use simplepast tense. Simple past ense use second verb. 
Kakalu namanya pengalaman, kegiatan yang sudah kita lewati. Kegiatan 
yang kita lewati menggunakan tenses? Simple past tense. Past tense 
menggunakan kata kerja bentuk kedua. Itu kita puter-puter biar njenenga 
ingat terus nggih. I Did observation, observation sebagai objeknya. In 
biology lab’nya sebagai apa ? Adverb atau keterangan. Boleh seperti ini 
nggih. Terus, I Saw..., saw bentuk kedua lagi. Protozoanya sebagai apa ?, 
objek. Kira- kira lihat protozoa itu pakai apa ? 
S : Mikroskop 
T : Nah, itunya belum disampaikan nggih. Jadi nanti ceritanya agak detail, 
agak complete. Jadi ini nanti anda lengkapi presesnya, karena kita hanya 
mengambil poin-poinnya. Berarti njenengan sampun nyambung. Nanti 
dicoba dibuat sendiri, tapi pengalaman yang baru saja jangan ditulis. Nanti 
kakalu pengalaman yang kemarin-kemarin kan masih ingat, jadi yang agak 
lama. Sebulan yang lalu, atau kayak mas niko 3 bulan yang lalu. Atau 
mungkin beberapa tahu yang lalu ketika kamu masuk TK. 
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T : Yak, ini nanti saya akan minta panjenengan mencoba membuat, 10 
kalimat mggih. Nanti coba tentukan dulu Subjek, kata kerja, objek, 
keterangannya ada. Minimal ada subjek, kata kerja, & objek. Sekali lagi, 
ketika kita membuat atauj menulis pengalaman past experience apa yang 
ahrus njenegan tulis pertama ? 
S : Subyek, kata kerja kedua, obyek 
T : Terus kalau bisa ? 
S : Keterangan 
T : Monggo dari masing-masing bisa mengkreasi yang pertama buat drafnya 
dalam bahasa indonesia, you create in indonesia its makes you simply, 
paling nggak kalo bisa memebuat drafnya dalam bahsa indonesia, nanti 
menyalinnya atau menerjemahkannya kedalam bahsa inggris akan lebih 
mudah lagi. Yang penting jangan ngoyoworo. Subjek, predikat, objek. 
T : Ini ada pertanyaan yang bagus nggih. Ini akalu saya nggak pake tahun, 
nggak pake hari. Saya mau awalnya ketika saya SMP, ketika saya berapa 
tahun pripun bu ?. bisa nggih. Ketika bahasa inggrisnya opo ? 
S : When 
T : When I was... kira-kira kalau yang umurnya 10 tahun. When I was 10 
years old. Mengawali pake seperti ini boleh. Ketika saya berumur 10 tahun 
T : Ya, coba diperhatikan nggih. Ini ada temen yang menggunakan regular 
verb, kata kerja yang beraturan. Sekali lagi kalau kejadianny sudah 
lampau, kata kerjanya bentuk ke berapa ? 
S : Dua 
T : Kalau yang irregular itu otomatis lihat di catetan bisa. Lah nekmboten 
wonten ten catetan pripun bu ? Tinggal ditambahin –ed. 
T : Ada yang sudah selesai ? kalau sudah ada yang selesai, you can share to 
me. Tak kon presentasi besok selasa. Yang hari ini sudah selesai. Gari 5 
menit yo. 
T : Because we have limited time, karena waktu kita juga terbatas. I think 
that you have enjoy your writing. Ya minimal sudah dapet 5 baris. Nah, 
untuk besok hari selasa, kita nanti ketemu denga teks yang sudah kita buat. 
So I invite you to coming front to present your story. Tanpa membawa 
buku. Karean nanti saya akan cek. Nggak harus plek denga yang kamu 
tulis, nggeh. Mungkin ingatnya yang bagian mana, yang bagian depan atau 
yang belakang tok. 
T : For next Tuesday we’ll continue. So you just take home your paper to 
home. Paling nggak ada subjek, verb 2, objek. Bu, lha nanti kalau ada kata 
kerjanya dobel pripun ? itu pakai yang verb 2 yang langsung kena subjeck. 
Yang lainnya nanti akan kita bicarakan untuk hari-hari yag akan datang. Is 
there aby question ? Fadhila ada pertanyaan ? mboten. Mas dimas ada 
pertanyaan ? 
S : Mboten 
T : Mbak elok ? mboten. Mbak dian? Ya, ini ahlinya bahsa inggris nggih. 
Thank you about your activity this morning. We’ll continue for next 
Tuesday. Don’t forget, minta tolong, jangan lupa. Ada PR, prnya ini.nanti 
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beso selasa aku jangan mbok apusi meneh. Thank you for your attention 
today. We’ll close our learning this morning. 
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DATA SHEET 1 
 
Notes 
Teacher : Dari Wahyuni, S.Pd         M-1   : Meeting 1 
Class : XI IPA 1          DW   : Teacher initial 
1       : Number of datum 
01.22 : Time of expression shows 
 
 
 
 
No 
 
 
 
Code 
 
 
 
Time 
 
 
 
Dialogue/Word 
Directive Acts  
 
 
Context 
 
 
 
Purpose/Meaning 
 
 
Command 
 
 
Request 
 
 
Suggest 
 
 
Warn 
 
 
Invite 
1 M-1/DW/1/01.22 01.22 T : Nek ndak cukup yo 
bilang. 
   
 
 
x 
  Teacher ask a student to 
share material paper to class. 
It seems not enough but the 
tudents just quite. So the 
teacher ask them to just say 
if the paper is not enough. 
The teacher purposed is to 
asuggest to the student to 
just said if the paper is not 
Enough 
2 M-1//DW/2/02.27 02.27 T : Okay, read the paper for 
5 minutes. 
 
 
 
x 
    After all student recieve the 
material paper. The teacher 
order them to read the 
material paper that she gave 
to them before starting the 
lesson. 
The utterance mean to give 
student hint/picture about 
the material they gonna 
learn on that day. 
3 M-1/DW/3/04.38 04.38 T : Let’s discuss, yes.     
 
 
 
 
x 
After the student finished 
reading the paper. Teacher 
start explanation the lesson 
material about direct & 
indirect speech & invite 
students to disscus the new 
lesson 
together. 
teacher invite the students 
to discussing the material 
together. 
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4 M-1/DW/4/05.56 05.56 T :okay. Let’s discuss about 
direct & indirect speech. 
    
 
 
 
 
x 
After the student finished 
reading the paper. Teacher 
start explanation the lesson 
material about direct & 
indirect speech & invite 
students to disscus the new 
lesson 
together. 
teacher invite students to 
disscus the material 
about direct & indirect 
speech. 
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5 M-1/DW/5/06.11 06.11 T : Bisa kamu lihat di 
kertas itu. Apa sebenarnya 
definisi dari direct speech 
  
 
 
 
 
x 
  After the student finished 
reading the paper. Teacher 
start explanation the lesson 
material about direct & 
indirect speech & invite 
students to disscus the new 
lesson 
together. 
Teacher show students that 
definition of direct & 
indirect speech is on the 
paper. 
6 M-1/DW/6/06.43 06.43 T : Can you make example 
in indonesian ? 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
   After giving the material 
paper, teacher order the 
student to 
read it first to give them 
picture of the material they 
gonna learn. Then the 
teacher explain the lesson 
about direct 
& indirect speech. After that, 
the teacher ask student to 
make example of direct 
speech and 
to ease them make the 
example, they can make it 
in indonesian 
Teacher order/ask student 
to make example of 
directive sentence to 
measure their 
comprehension on the 
material. And to ease them, 
she order to make the 
sentence using Indonesian 
first. Purpose of teacher’s 
order to make the example 
in indonesian first is to 
make 
students easier understand 
the material by using their 
mother languange 
7 M-1/DW/7/10.35 10.35 T : Pay attention to the word 
“say” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
    After she explained about 
the definition of direct 
indirect speech, the teacher 
ask students to give her an 
example of direct speech in 
indonesian then how to 
change it into indirect 
speech, she doing this to ease 
them make the example. The 
teacher write the example on 
white board. Then the teacher 
explain the change the 
sentence into indirect speech 
step by step 
Teacher order student to 
pay attention to the word 
"say" is to giving hint/clue 
about changes of the 
sentence tenses. 
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8 M-1/DW/8/14.09 14.09 T : Kita diskusikan dulu yang 
the first. 
     
 
 
x 
Teacher explain that there are 
3 kind of indirect speech. 
They are statement, question, 
& command. And start 
explaining the first kind of 
indirect 
speech, statement. 
Teacher invite the students 
to start discussing the 
material about indirect 
speech in statement form 
together. 
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9 M-1/DW/9/24.35 24.35.00 T Change this direct 
speech into indirect 
speech 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
    After finished giving 
explanation & discussing 
example of indirect speech. 
Teacher provide some 
example sentence as exercise 
on whiteboard and order the 
student to change the 
sentence from direct form 
into indirect form. 
Teacher order the student 
to do the exercises in order 
to measuring student 
comprehension about 
direct 
& indirect speech. 
10 M-1/DW/10/41.17 41.17.00 T : Start from number 1      
 
x 
After all student come 
fordward to write their 
answer on white board, she 
start discussing the right 
answer of the exercise. 
Teacher start discussing 
the right answer together 
with student is to help 
them understand the 
material deeply. 
11 M-1/DW/11/41.36 41.36.00 T : Pay attention to the 
main clause. Whats the verb 
? 
 
 
 
x 
    Teacher start discussing 
question number one. She ask 
the student to give attention 
to the main clause of the 
sentence 
& asking the verb form & 
the tenses. 
Teacher order the students 
to concern on the main 
clause is to make them 
know the 
tenses & pronoun changes 
of the sentences. 
12 M-1/DW/12/42.30 42.30.00 T : Okay. The next, number 
2. Pay attention to word 
“said”. What the tenses ? 
 
 
 
 
x 
    Teacher start discussing 
question number two. She 
ask the student to give 
attention to the word "said" 
in the main clause of the 
sentence & asking the verb 
form & the tense 
Teacher order the students 
to concern on the main 
clause is to make them 
know the 
tenses & pronoun changes 
of the sentences. 
13 M-1/DW/13/42.30 43.20.00 T : Lanjut ke nomer 3. 
Dina said, “Iwill meet you 
at school”. 
     
 
 
x 
Teacher continue discuss 
exercise number 3 & ask 
the students about the 
sentence changes. 
Teacher invite the students 
to start discussing the right 
answer from question 
number 
3 as learning material to 
help them easier 
understanding the material. 
144 
 
144 
 
14 M-1/DW/14/48.04 48.04.00 T : Yang sudah silakan 
dibaca sementara ke.. 
Dilompat dulu ke yang 
C, perintah. 
 
 
 
x 
    Teacher order the students 
to read the paper material, 
but they asked to read jump 
directly to the part C about 
direct indirect speech in 
command form 
Teacher order the student to 
read the material paper to 
start discussing the next 
kind of direct indirect 
speech form. 
145 
 
145 
 
 
15 M-1/DW/15/48.51 48.51.00 T : Diperhatikan pada 
poin pertama. “He sais to 
go away”. Ada 
penambahan apa disitu ? 
 
 
 
 
x 
    After explaining direct & 
indirect speech in 
command form.Teacher 
order the students to 
concern on 
example on first point in part 
C 
& ask is there 
replenishment on the 
sentence. 
Teacher order the student to 
concern on first point of 
part C because she about to 
start discuss the example of 
direct indirect speech in 
command form. 
16 M-1/DW/16/50.12 50.12.00 T : Pay attention to the 
example. “The painter says 
to us, “dont touch this wall” 
 
 
 
x 
    Finished discussing first 
example. Teacher start 
discussing the next example 
& order the students to pay 
attention on negative 
sentence example. 
Teacher order the student to 
pay attention to example 
sentence of indirect speech 
in negative form 
17 M-
1/DW//17/51.21 
51.21.00 T : Anda lihat pada 
catatannya, perhatikan. 
 
 
x 
    after finished discussing the 
example sentences. The 
teacher order students to see 
the notes about the material 
in the bottom part of the 
paper. 
Teacher ask student to see 
the notes on material paper 
because the notes contains 
hint & additional 
information about direct 
indirect speech. 18 M-1/DW/18/53.55 53.55.00 T : Change the sentense 
into indirect speech 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
    After finished giving 
explanation & discussing 
example of indirect speech. 
Teacher provide some 
example sentence as exercise 
on whiteboard and order the 
student to change the 
sentence from direct form 
into indirect form. 
Teacher order the student 
to do the exercises in order 
to measuring student 
comprehension about 
direct 
& indirect speech in 
statement & command 
form 
146 
 
146 
 
DATA SHEET 2 
 
Teacher : Sukatna, S.Pd          M-2   : Meeting 2 
Class : XI IPA 1          S   : Teacher initial 
1       : Number of datum 
01.22 : Time of expression shows 
 
 
No 
 
Coding 
 
Time 
 
Dialogue/Word 
Directive Acts  
Context 
 
Purpose/Meaning 
Command Request Suggest Warn Invite 
1 M-2/S/1/05.00 05.00 T : Nanti akan saya 
kontrol sampai 
dimana catatan 
kamu. Kalo nggak 
lengkap nanti saya 
suruh 
krluar nyatet 
sampai selesai. 
    
 
 
 
 
 
x 
 Teacher come to a 
student desk to check 
her notes. Then he 
know that some of 
students doesn't have 
notes and warn them 
to complete their 
notes or they would 
expelled from class & 
taking notes until the 
last 
material. 
Teacher warn the 
student to 
complete 
their notes is for 
student is for student 
benefit. Taking notes 
when learning process 
is the one of most 
important part in 
learning. 
Without notes they 
would felt 
difficulties 
understand the 
material. 
2 V2/2/05.18 05.18 T : Kamu jangan 
nipu aku. Goleki sik 
catetane! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
    Teacher come to a 
student desk to check 
her notes. Then he 
know that some of 
students doesn't have 
notes and warn them 
to complete their 
notes 
untill next meeting. 
The teacher ask a 
student is his notes is 
complete, but the 
student lie about his 
notes & the teacher 
know it. 
Teacher order/dare 
the student to show 
his notes to prove that 
he's not lying. 
147 
 
147 
 
 
3 M-2/S/2/05.56 05.56 Kita diskusikan 
dulu yang the first 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
After explain & 
discussing direct 
indirect speech, 
teacher told student 
that there are 3 kind of 
indirect speech. They 
are statement, 
question, & command. 
And start 
explaining the first 
kind of indirect 
speech, statement 
Teacher finished 
explaining about direct 
indirect speech. Then 
she move to next 
material about 3 
types/kinds of indirect 
speech & decide to 
explain the first type, 
statement. Teacher 
purposed is to invite 
the students to  start 
discussing the next 
material about indirect 
speech in statement 
form together. 3 M-2/S/3/08.49 08.49 T : kalo yang 
sudah nyatet 
langsung aja itu 
masuk pada task 
3. 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
    After giving some 
warn to students, 
teacher confirm to 
student that they 
already learn the third 
type of conditional 
sentence. then the 
teacher ask student to 
move to task 3 & start 
discuss it. 
Teacher order the 
student who already 
taking notes to move 
to task 3 & start 
discuss it as reviewing 
material. 
4 M-2/S/4/09.14 09.14 T : Silakan anda 
perhatikan. Nomer 
1 untuk task 3 itu 
tipe berapa?. Kamu 
catatannya 
dibuka- buka! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
    Teacher start 
discussing from 
number 1. He ask the 
student the type of 
conditional sentence of 
question number 1, but 
the students takes long 
time to answer it. So 
the teacher prder them 
to open thair notes to 
help them answer the 
question.. 
Teacher order the 
student to open 
their notes because 
they takes long 
time to answer it. 
Teacher's order 
ishelp them 
answer & reminding 
the type of conditional 
sentece from queston 
number 1. 
148 
 
148 
 
 
5 M-2/S/5/09.23 09.23 T : Ya, tipe 3. 
diingat- ingat. 
    
 
 
 
x 
 after giving some clue 
of formula from the 
sentence. the student 
finnaly can answer the 
type of question 
number 
1 and ask them to 
remember the 
formula. 
The teacher want 
students to 
remember the 
formula of 
conditional sentence 
type3 from example 
sentence. 
6 M-2/S/6/09.35 09.35 T : kemudian yang 
nomer 2, tipe 
berapa?. Dilihat 
catatan kamu 
yang saya beri 
kemarin!. 
 
 
 
 
x 
    Teacher move to 
question number 2. 
He ask the types of 
conditional sentence 
of it & order them to 
check their notes that 
he gave in the last 
meeting 
Teacher ask student 
to check their notes 
to help them answer 
the question number 
2. 
7 M-2/S/7/11.26 11.26 T : Kalo sudah tau, 
nanti anda bisa 
kerjakan. Dengan 
rumus lho ya!. 
Kalo kamu 
langsung ke kata 
kerja salah! 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
 ahter teacher giving 
warn & advice to 
student to taking 
notes in his lesson, he 
order the student to 
do the exercise on 
task 3. Before he let 
the student do the 
task, he giving some 
help to student about 
the types 
& formula of 
conditional sentence 
in exercise. He warn 
the student to use the 
formula when they 
doing the task. 
The teacher’s 
warning purposed is 
to remind the student 
to use the formula of 
conditional sentence 
when they do the 
task, and if they 
directly do the task 
by changed the verb 
only their work will 
be wrong. 
149 
 
149 
 
 
8 M-2/S/8/11.55 11.55 T : Kemudian 
yang task 4, 
perhatikan!. 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
    After reminding the 
student about the 
formula conditional 
sentence. Teacher 
order to concern on 
task 4 & confirm that 
he already teach them 
fact & rality of the 
sentence. 
Teacher ask student to 
pay attention on task 4 
because he will use it 
as exercise to 
reviewing last material 
about the fact/reality of 
the sentence. 
9 M-2/S/9/14.07 14.07 T : Yok, 
mulai 
kerjakan. 
 
 
x 
    Teacher help student 
identify the type of 
conditional sentence 
before ask them to 
do 
the exercise. 
Teacher order the 
students to start 
doing the task4. 
10 M-2/S/10/14.09 14.09 T : kalo kamu 
mau hasil yang 
bagus kerjakan 
dulu di kertas, 
nanti kalo sudah 
benar baru 
dipindah. 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
  After order the 
students to do the task. 
The teacher suggest to 
write their answer on 
other paper if they 
want good result on 
their writing. 
Teacher suggest to 
writethe answert on the 
other book or paper 
first instead directly 
answer 
it on “LKS” to 
avoiding 
too much erase trace 
that will make the 
writing bad & difficult 
to read. So they can 
use their answer as 
study material later. 
11 M-2/S/11/14.48 14.48 T : Ndak usah 
disobek-sobek 
kertas kamu!. Wong 
itu dibukunya dulu. 
    
 
 
 
x 
 Teacher see one 
student trying to torn 
paper 
from her book as 
writing media to 
answer the question, 
but bt the teacher told 
her to answer it on 
their book 
The teacher warn the 
student who thry to 
torn the paper that his 
mean to write it on 
another paper is in the 
book not on paper 
torn. 
150 
 
150 
 
 
12 M-2/S/12/32.32 32.32.00 T : Kamu ki 
nggabung wae 
ben gak bingung. 
   
 
 
 
x 
  After go arround class 
to help student, the 
teacher come back to 
his desk. Then he see 
that a student looks 
confused in doing the 
task then he ask him 
to 
join his friends. 
Teacher ask student to 
join his friends to help 
him study & answer 
the question from his 
friends  because he 
looks confused when 
try to answer it alone. 
13 M-2/S/13/42.11 42.11.00 T : Ngga ada. 
"don't did" itu ngga 
ada. 
    
 
 
 
x 
 Teacher go arround 
class to check students 
work. Then he found 
there is a student who 
wrong write the 
formula of conditional 
sentence 
in negative form. 
Teacher warn the 
student that there is 
no "don't did" in 
formula of negative 
form of conditional 
sentence 
14 M-2/S/14/43.50 43.50.00 T  : Coba kamu 
baca yg jelas biar 
kawan- kawan 
mendengar. 
  
 
 
 
X 
   After explain the 
formula & help 
correcting the student 
answer. The teacher 
order the student to 
read her work clearly. 
Teacher request the 
student to read her 
work clearly so her 
friends 
can hear the correct 
formula & answer of 
the question. so the 
other student can 
hear 
& learn from it. 
15 M-2/S/15/52.30 52.30.00 T : Setiawan, besok 
kamu cari catatan 
temen-temenne 
lho!. 
    
 
 
 
x 
 Teacher warn 
setiawan once again to 
borrow his friends 
notes or he will be 
come before the 
principal. 
teacher warn the 
student once again to 
remind him about his 
duty to complete his 
notes by borrowing 
from his friends or he 
will be punish by 
report to the 
principal. 
151 
 
151 
 
16 M-2/S/16/01.00.09 01.00.09 T : Coba, aku lihat   
 
 
 
X 
   After some time, 
teacher go arround 
class to check student 
work. And then he ask 
a student to hand over 
his work to check her 
work then help her 
correcting some of it 
Teacher ask student to 
hand over her notes id 
to check is she already 
understand the 
material 
&do the task 
correctly or not. 
152 
 
152 
 
No Code Time Dialogue/Word 
Directive Acts 
Context Purpose/Meaning 
Command Request Suggest Warn Invite 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
M-3/L/1/02.41 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
02.41 
T : kalo hari ini nanti 
kita lihat masih ada 
yang low voice, yang 
suaranya masih 
rendah, atau gak 
kedengaran. For next 
week lagi, nggih. 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
 After told the students that today she 
postponed explaining the material 
about irregular verb, teacher said that 
she gonna continuing the presentation 
because the lesson tome 
today is short. Teacher offer the student 
is there need to use speaker for 
presentation, but the student refuse it 
& tacher okay with it. Then, the 
teacher warn them if there any 
student who speak unclear & low 
voice, they have to repet their 
presentation next week 
The teacher warn them if they present 
with 
low voices they have to repeat their 
presentation next week. The 
teacher warning is meant to help 
student improve 
their speaking voice to get better 
when they speak in front of many 
people. 
 
 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
 
 
M-3/L/2/04.49 
 
 
 
 
 
04.49 
T : Untuk menyingkat 
waktu. Kita langsung 
presentasi di depan. 
Nanti langsung 
dihitung, langsung 
diserahkan ya mbak 
ya. 
   
 
 
 
 
x 
  The teacher suspend their material 
about irregular verb and concern on 
continuing their 
presentation about re-telling story. It is 
because that day is Friday & the lesson 
time is on one hour. But, before the 
teacher start the presentation there is an 
After there is condolence 
announcement, the teacher allow 
class treasurer starting 
collect mourn donation from class 
studens. But because the lesson time 
is short & there are some presentation 
 
DATA SHEET3 
 
Teacher : Lathifah E., S.Pd         M-3   : Meeting 3 
Class : X 1           L   : Teacher initial 
1       : Number of datum 
01.22 : Time of expression shows 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
condolence announcement today, so the teacher
153 
 
153 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
 
M-3/L/3/07.51 
 
 
 
 
07.51 
T : “Yang sudah 
presentasi di depan 
kemarin, yang belum 
ngumpulin buku. 
Tolong segera 
diberikan ke saya. 
Jadi 
biar tidak salah 
panggil 
lagi” 
  
 
 
 
x 
   The teacher reminding 
the student that anyone 
who already do the 
presentation but not 
submit their paper yet, 
she request them to 
submit it as soon as 
possible to avoiding 
misscalling. 
Teacher remind 
students who 
already 
do presentation to 
hand over their story 
paper soon to because 
she want re-check are 
they already 
correcting their paper. 
Teacher purpose 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
M-3/L/4/25.23 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
25.23.00 
T : Nanti mas 
Adit maju lagi 
minggu depan 
nggih 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
    Teacher c ntinue the 
presentation. She start 
calling some students to 
present their story, and 
then there is one student 
who present his story with 
very short & low voice. 
After he finished his 
presentation, teacher 
giving him some advice & 
correction to his writing. 
Then she order him to 
repeat his presentation in 
the next meeting 
teacher or er the 
stud nt to repeat his 
presentation because 
he present his story 
is not good enough. 
The 
teacher purposed 
make him to repeat 
his presentation is to 
make him more 
prepared before 
presenting his story 
so he can achieve 
good score. 
 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
 
M-3/L/5/46.42 
 
 
 
 
46.42.00 
T : To make you 
curious about the 
meaning. So you 
must give attetion. 
Jadi biar gak 
penasaran sama 
artinya nopo, 
njenengan perhatikan 
dengan baik. 
   
 
 
 
x 
  Teacher ask a students 
what the story of his 
friends tells about beacuse 
he chit-chat with his next 
friends along presentation. 
But he can't answer it. 
Then the teacher 
suggest/advice him & the 
other student to be more 
Teacher suggest 
students to pay 
more attention to 
their friends story to 
know the story 
completely. 
 
 
 
6 
 
 
 
M-3/L/6/47.02 
 
 
 
47.02.00 
T : Next one. We 
co tinue,mbak 
Fitri Suryani. 
 
 
 
x 
    After giving some advic  
to student. The teacher 
continue the presentation 
by order next student to 
come in front of class 
to present her story. 
Teacher call Fitri 
suryani to come 
forward to present 
her story to in front 
of class. 
154 
 
154 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7 
 
 
 
M- 
3/L/7/01.01.03 
 
 
 
 
01.01.03 
T : Attention please. 
Ya, coba 
diperhatikan. 
  
 
 
 
x 
   Teacher call student to 
come fordward to present 
her story. Then she start 
presenting but the other 
student starting make 
noise, so the teacher ask 
student to pay attetion to 
their friend. 
Teacher ask student to 
pay attenttion to their 
friends is to respect 
her 
& maybe they can 
learn from her 
presentation. 
 
 
 
 
8 
 
 
 
M- 
3/L/8/01.07.47 
 
 
 
 
01.07.47.00 
T : saya minta 
tolong njenengan 
untuk buat lagi, 
nggih. Rasah 
mutung. 
  
 
 
 
x 
   After all student finish the 
presentation, teacher 
announce list of student 
that have to repeat their 
presentation next week. 
Then teacher ask a 
student, Ilham, to rewrite 
his story for next week. 
Teacher ask the 
student to rewrite his 
story is because his 
story is to short & 
don't fullfill the 
minimun 
requirement for good 
grade/score. 
 
 
 
 
9 
 
 
 
M- 
3/L/9/01.07.57 
 
 
 
 
01.07.57.00 
T : Bisa minta tolong 
sama mas iqbal, sama 
mas fadli, mas 
hendra. Untuk 
presentasi ini ketikane 
pie apike opo. 
   
 
 
 
x 
  After announce the list of 
student who have to repeat 
the presentation. Teacher 
giving advice to them to 
ask help from their frieds 
Teacher giving 
advice to student who 
have to repeat the 
presentation that they 
can ask help from 
their friends to help 
them write thier story 
better. 
155 
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DATA SHEET 4 
 
 
Teacher : Dari Wahyuni, S.Pd         M-4   : Meeting 4 
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No 
 
Code 
 
Time 
 
Dialogue/Word 
Directive Acts  
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Purpose/Meaning 
Command Request Suggest Warn Invite 
 
 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
 
 
M-4/DW/1/06.56 
 
 
 
 
 
06;56 
T : Dilihat. Dilihat 
pada catatannya. 
Ada catatannya 
disitu ? 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
    Teacher start explaining 
the statement form of 
indirect speech & ask the 
cause of sentence 
change. But the student 
can't answer, so the 
teacher order them to 
look the notes on their 
book. 
Teacher order them to 
look the changes of 
indirect speech to 
because it seems the 
students forget about it. 
So, by order them to do 
so, she want to help 
student answer her 
question & remind them 
about the changes that 
she taught before. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
V4/2/15.23 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
15;23 
T : Mungkin akan 
lebih jelas bila 
langsung ke 
contoh soal, 
daripada 
membayangkan 
atau bertanya-
tanya. 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
  Teacher explaining the 
"statement" form of 
indirect speech. She tell 
that verb changes of the 
sentence depend on main 
clause tenses. After 
explainig that, she let the 
student write down the 
material she told before. 
Then she suggest to 
student that better for 
them if she give them 
exercise. 
Teacher offer suggest to 
the students that better 
for them if they directly 
try to do exercise. 
Teacher believe that if 
she give them exercise it 
will be make them easier 
& quickly understand the 
material 
than keep imaging & 
asking about it. 
156 
 
156 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
 
 
M-4/DW/3/19.10 
 
 
 
 
 
19;10 
T : If you have 
finished to tahing 
note. Please, do the 
task. 
  
 
 
 
 
x 
   Teacher said before that 
she will give the students 
exercise to make them 
undestand the material 
better. After she write 
some exercise, she ask 
the student to do the task 
when they already finish 
taking note 
the material before. 
teacher write some 
exercise on board is to 
help students undestand 
the material better like 
she suggest before. 
157 
 
157 
 
 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
M-4/DW/4/19.37 
 
 
 
19;37 
T : kemudian kalo 
dia (Verb) past 
harus berhati-hati 
dengan apa ? 
Perubahan 
tensesnya 
    
 
 
x 
 After ask the student to 
do the exercise. The 
teacher warn the 
students to pay attention 
to the verb form 
changes of the 
sentences if the tenses 
is past. 
Teacher remind the 
student to be aware of 
the tenses changes. 
Because like she said 
before that thischange is 
the one that make 
student confused. 
 
 
5 
 
 
M-4/DW/5/20.07 
 
 
20;07 
T : Nah oke, 
berarti sudah jelas. 
Silahkan 
dikerjakan. 
 
 
x 
    Teacher order the 
students to start do the 
exercise after give them 
some explanation about 
the indirect speech. 
Teacher order the 
students to start do the 
exercise that meant to 
help them understand 
the material better like 
she said before. 
 
 
6 
 
 
M-4/DW/6/29.56 
 
 
29;56 
T : Ok. Let’s discuss 
the answer. 
     
 
x 
After all student finish 
come forward to answer 
the exercise. The teacher 
start discuss their anwer 
together. 
Teacher start 
discussing together 
the exercise that 
she give them to make 
them ore undestand the 
material. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
M-4/DW/7/01.08 
 
 
 
 
 
 
01.08 
T : If it yes no 
question, you need 
to add “if” or 
“wheter”. 
   
 
 
 
 
 
x 
  Teacher explaining the 
"question" form of 
indirect speech. She tell 
that verb changes of the 
sentence in this form is 
similiar to "statement" 
form before. it's depend 
on main clause tenses. 
Teacher explain that if 
the indirect sentence is 
yes/no question they 
need to add "if" or 
"Whether" 
158 
 
158 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
M-4/DW/8/04.55 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
04.55 
T : bagaimana 
perubahannya, 
lihat disitu 
(book). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
    Teacher start explaining 
the change of the 
sentence & order the 
students to look 
on their book for the 
example of direct 
indirect speech in 
question form & 
explaining the change 
of pronoun & verb of 
the sentence. 
Teacher order the 
student to look on their 
book to show 
& explain the 
indirect sentence 
changes if it in 
question form. 
159 
 
159 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9 
 
 
 
 
 
M-4/DW/9/10.07 
 
 
 
 
 
10;07 
T : Ok. Can you 
give me an 
example ? Yes or 
no question. 
  
 
 
 
 
x 
   After discussing teh 
answer of example 
before. The teacher ask 
the student to give 
another example of 
question form of indirect 
speech in yes or no 
question. 
Teacher ask the student 
to give the another 
example of yes/no 
question to check & 
make sure that the 
students already 
understand the material 
that she told before 
160 
 
160 
 
DATA SHEET 5 
 
Teacher : Sukatna, S.Pd          M-5  : Meeting 5 
Class : XI IPA 2          S     : Teacher initial 
1       : Number of datum 
01.22 : Time of expression shows 
 
 
No 
 
Code 
 
Time 
 
Dialogue/Word 
C 
Directive Acts 
 
Context 
 
Purpose/Meaning 
ommand Request Suggest Warn Invite 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
M-5/S/1/08.52 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
08.52 
T : Yak, coba perhatikan. 
Disini ada "jika dia 
memilii uang, dia akan 
memberikan kepadamu" 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
   Teacher explain the 
matrerial about 
conditional sentence 
type 3. After explain 
it, he give some 
example sentence & 
write it on 
whiteboard, then he 
ask student to pay 
attention on it 
teacher ask students 
attention is meant to 
make student 
understand the 
material that he 
conveyed before by 
ask them to concern 
on the example 
sentence. so in the 
next time they will 
not confused 
differentiating 
beween types of 
conditional 
sentence 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
M-5/S/2/21.40 
 
 
 
 
 
 
21.40 
T : Nek bingung, ngomong    
 
 
 
 
 
x 
  After finished 
explainin & 
discussing some 
example of 
conditional sentece 
type 3, teacher give 
some time to 
students to write 
down the material & 
example that he told 
before & suggest 
them to ask 
teacher let the 
tud t to ask him if 
they are feel 
confused or there is 
something from the 
material that they 
do not know yet. 
161 
 
161 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
 
 
M-5/S/3/30.28 
 
 
 
 
 
30.28 
T : please look at page 31, 
kita akan masuk pada latihan 
task 
3 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
    After the students 
finished write down 
the material. Teacher 
order the student to 
open their book on 
task 3 in page 31. he 
want them not to 
change the verb of 
the sentence but to 
search the fact of the 
The teacher give 
such order is meant 
to make task 3 on 
page 
31 as measurement 
to check student 
understanding about 
conditional sentence 
& how to search 
the fact of it.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
M-5/S/4/32.30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
32.30.00 
T : Ya kalo anda masih ragu 
bolehlah di kertas dulu, 
nggak langsung disini 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
  after finished 
discussing the types 
of the example 
sentence teacher 
allow the student to 
start do the task. 
Teacher suggest 
if they are still doubt 
with their answer, 
they can write it on 
other paper first. 
Teacher suggest the 
students to write 
their answer on other 
paper first, not 
directly on their 
book to avoid too 
much mistake or 
eraser 
trace on their book 
because it seems 
before that thay had 
difficulties to find 
the fact or reality of 
the sentence. So 
their answer can be 
use as learning 
material 
later. 
162 
 
162 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
 
 
M-5/S/5/36.06 
 
 
 
 
 
36.06.00 
T : ini tidak nyuruh nyari 
tipe tok lho. Kamu ngasih 
kata kerjanya juga 
    
 
 
 
 
x 
 Teacher go arround 
to check student 
work. He found that 
some student just 
answer th 
e types of the 
sentence only. Then 
she warn that they not 
only search the types 
of the sentence but 
the fact 
& verb 
Teacher warn the 
student that he order 
to search the fact of 
the conditional 
sentence, not only 
the types of it 
163 
 
163 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6 
 
 
 
 
 
M-5/S/6/42.06 
 
 
 
 
 
42.06.00 
T : Jadi itu kerjaanya 
rumusnya pake ini itu ada 
manfaatnya lho ya 
   
 
 
 
 
 
x 
 After finished go 
arround to check 
student work, teacher 
warn that the formula 
he write before are 
usefull to answer the 
question of the task 
& tell the importance 
of it. 
Teacher warn the 
student that to 
answer the question 
of the task that he 
give. They have to 
use the formula to 
get the correct 
answer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
M-5/S/7/53.44 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
53.44.00 
T : ini yang tipe 3, pehatikan.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
    Teacher checking 
students work to 
their desk & found 
some student still 
confused to answer 
the question. So the 
teacher write & 
explain once again the 
formula of 
conditional sentece 
type 3. 
Teacher ask student 
attention to concern 
about the formula 
that he gonna write 
on board, because 
he know that some 
student still 
confused withe the 
formula of 
conditional 
sentence. so they 
have to pay attention 
on it to know how to 
answer the question 
164 
 
164 
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No 
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Dialogue/Word 
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Purpose/Meaning 
Command Request Suggest Warn Invite 
 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
 
M-6/L/1/03.05 
 
 
 
 
03;05 
T : Silahkan 
dikumpulkan. 
Kemarin, hari selasa. 
 
 
 
 
x 
    After giving some advice 
to students, teacher start 
the lesson. But before she 
continue, she remember 
that there are task from 
last meeting about story 
telling. Then she ask the 
student to submit it. 
teacher ask the student to 
submit the task from last 
meeting, so she can 
check are the student 
already finished do the 
task or they can do it 
correctly or not. 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
M-6/L/2/03.47 
 
 
 
03;47 
T : Oke, coba ini 
kelompok mana yang 
sudah selesai ?. Boleh 
dalam buku boleh 
dalam sobekan, 
silahkan 
dikasih di depan dulu. 
  
 
 
x 
   Teacher ask which group 
that already finish the task. 
She said that they can 
submit it in book or paper 
torn then collect & put it on 
her desk. 
teacher ask the student 
to collect & submit their 
group task about 
evaluate their friends 
presentation last week. 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
 
M-6/L/3/04.55 
 
 
 
 
04;55 
T : kalo misalnya 
njenengan tidak ngerti 
bahasanya, ya ditulis 
aja tidak paham. 
   
 
 
 
x 
  Teacher remind students 
task from last meeting that 
they have to evaluate their 
friends presentation. But 
some of them got some 
difficulties understand the 
word that their friends 
saying. 
teacher give them 
suggest that if they feel 
difficult to understand of 
what their friends said in 
their prsentation. They 
can just write that they 
don't understand what 
are their friends speak 
about. 
165 
 
165 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
 
 
M-6/L/4/07.28 
 
 
 
 
 
07;28 
T : Now open your 
book, buku bahasa 
inggrisnya, on page 5. 
 
 
 
 
 
x 
    Teacher continue the 
activity, she start the lesson. 
She order the student to 
open their book on page 5. 
Before she start explain the 
material, she ask one 
student to come fordward to 
say/remind her friends 
about what material they 
learned in the last meeting. 
because the student forget 
to finished their task. The 
teacher continue teaching 
the material about simple 
past tense & recount text 
& order the student to 
opentheir book on page 5. 
166 
 
166 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
 
M-6/L/5/10.51 
 
 
 
 
10;51 
T : So I want you to 
create about past 
experience. 
 
 
 
 
x 
    Teacher expliaining the 
material about simple past 
tense. She ask to some 
student what is simple past 
tense & they can answer it. 
She told that simple past is 
use to describe past 
action/experince. 
Teacher order the student 
to create a story from their 
past or their unforgetable 
story to check/measure 
student understanding 
about the material & 
check their writing skill. 
 
 
 
 
6 
 
 
 
 
M-6/L/6/11.28 
 
 
 
 
11;28 
T : maybe you can to 
create in written, nanti 
dalam bentuk tulis dulu. 
After you write it, you 
present once again. 
   
 
 
 
x 
  Teacher suggest to student 
before they start to write 
their story, they can write 
their story on paper first 
before they come forward to 
present it. 
Teacher suggest student to 
write their story on paper 
first before they present it. 
So, by ding this the 
teacher can  check/measure 
student writing & speaking 
skill later. 
 
 
 
 
7 
 
 
 
 
M-6/L/7/12.07 
 
 
 
 
12;07 
nanti gausah banyak- 
banyak nggih. At leas 
you can memorize 
yourself, about 10 lines 
   
 
 
 
x 
  Teacher advice to student 
there is no need to write too 
long, just write some 
sentence that they can 
memorize, or at least 10 
lines. 
teacher advice them to not 
wrtite too long to ease 
them when the present 
their story in front later. If 
they write too long, they'll 
feel 
difficult to memorize their 
story because they will 
present without 
handbook. 
 
 
 
 
 
8 
 
 
 
 
 
M-6/L/8/12.24 
 
 
 
 
 
12;24 
Kita coba dulu, What 
You must do. Ketika 
kita mengingat, recount 
dulu nggih. 
     
 
 
 
 
x 
Teacher ask student to 
create story based on their 
unforgetable experience. but 
before the teacher let the 
student to start writing. She 
help the student to 
remember about what they 
have to concern on creating 
story from past experience. 
Teacher invite the students 
to try remember about 
what are they have to 
concerned when they 
creating story based on 
their past experince. Its 
like the time, the character, 
place, etc. In order to make 
sure they can create a story 
that correct & coherence. 
167 
 
167 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9 
 
 
 
 
 
M-6/L/9/22.18 
 
 
 
 
 
22;18 
T : kalo kejdiannya baru 
kemarin yo wajar kalo 
gak lupa. Kalo bisa kan 
kaya mas niko tadi agak 
jauh, 3 bulan. At least 1 
minggu lalu. 
   
 
 
 
 
x 
  After go arround the class to 
check som student work, 
teacher suggest to not 
choosing story from their 
recent experince, they should 
choose from long time ago, 
or at least 1 week ago. 
Teacher suggest the 
student to write their past 
expreince that happened 
long time ago, or at least 1 
week before. The teacher 
mean is they should choose 
their unforgettable story 
than usual or daily 
experince 
that just happen yesterday. 
168 
 
168 
 
 
 
 
 
10 
 
 
 
M-
6/L/10/29.14 
 
 
 
29;14 
T : Ya, di keep nggih, 
selalu mengingat about 
this one. Past action 
we use simple past 
tense 
    
 
 
x 
 Teacher discuss student writing on board & 
explain the structure of the sentence. she 
warn the student to remember that the verb 
of past activity/action is using simple past 
tense or verb 2. 
Teacher remind the student to 
concern on sentence formula & 
structure.because most of 
student always forgot it. 
 
 
 
11 
 
 
 
M-
6/L/11/30.40 
 
 
 
30;40 
T : Jadi nanti saya 
minta tolong ceritanya 
agak detail, agak 
complete. Njenengan 
lengkapi prosesnya 
   
 
 
x 
  Teacher continue discussing student writing, 
she discuss the structure & formula of the 
sentence. then she told the student that thier 
writing need more detail. 
Teacher suggest in he next 
exercise to make their story 
more detail, so their stoery will 
be more interesting coherence. 
 
 
 
 
 
12 
 
 
 
 
 
M-
6/L/12/36.05 
 
 
 
 
 
36;05 
T : Monggo dari masing 
- masing yg pertama bisa 
buat draftnya dalam 
bahasa indonesia, nanti 
menyalinnya atau 
menterjemahkannya ke 
dalam bahasa inggris 
akan lebih mudah lagi. 
   
 
 
 
 
x 
  Before the student do the 
task. Teacher suggest them to write their 
story on 
indonesian first, then copy or translate it to 
english later. 
Teacher suggest the student to 
write draft of their story in 
indonesian first, so it will ease 
them to write their 
story better. So after they 
finished the story darft they can 
translate it to english easily And 
if they feel difficulat thay may 
to ask teacher or their friends. 
 
 
 
 
13 
 
 
 
 
M-
6/L/13/49.42 
 
 
 
 
49;42 
T : Sekali lagi kalau itu 
kejadian yang sudah 
lampau kata kerjanya 
tadi bentuk ke berapa ? 
    
 
 
 
x 
 Teacher ask student remind the student what 
verb they need to use if sentence is past 
action. Because some student using regular 
verb. 
Teacher warn/remind the 
student the structure/formula 
of the sentence if it past 
action. 
Because some student looks 
confused between using regular 
& irregular verb. 
 
  
  
